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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the proton magnetic resonance
(p.m.r. ) study of the conformational preferences and barriers
to i¡riernal rotation in a number of haloqenated toluene derivatives.
fn chapter II, n.m.r. methods of measuring barriers
to internal rotation are discussed, with emphasis on high
resolution techniques. Methods of calculating these barriers
are reviewed in chapter III"
Chapter IV describes the study by high resolution
p"m"r. of the hindered internal rotation in ora-difluoro-2,
6-d.ichlorotoluene (DFDCT), a,a-díbromo-2,4,6-Lrichlorotoluene (DBTCT) , arcr-diioð,o-2 r6-dichlorotoluene (DIDCT) ,
cr-dichloro-2 ,4 ,6-Lrlbromotoluene (DCTBT) , and d td t2 ,4 ,6pentabromotoluene (PBT). The stable conformation can be
cr,

deduced from the p.m.r. spectra for each compound in the

temperature region where the resonance lines are not broadened

by exchange" The chemical shifts of the protons are explained
in terms of solvent effects and intramolecular steríc effects.
*
Values of Er, 1og Ar ÀH' , êLnd ASf for the internal rotations

are found for DCTBT and PBT by an analysis of the temperature
dependence of the shape of the ring proLon signals, and.
values for AGt are found in a similar fashion for each compound except DFDCT" It is possible only to seL an upper
limit on AGt for this comïround.. The experimental barrier

heights compare well with barriers calculated by a semiempirical method employing partial geometrical optimization.
A purely empirical relationship is found relating the free
energy of activation to the van der Waals volumes and Èhe
bond lengths of the halogen substituents. It is concluded
that the rotational barriers originate in steric interactions
between the ortho halogens and the halogens on the dihalo-

methyl group.
The study of the conformational preferences and

the hindered rotation of the dichloromethyl groups in
o¿

,o ,o t ,d t ,2 ,4 ,5

d ,d ,o

,

6-octachloro-m-xylene

(MOCX) and

' ,o ' ,o " ,d "-2 ,4 r 6-nonachloromesitylene (NCM) is dis-

cussed in chapter v"

These compounds exist as mixtures of

isomers in solution.

The p.m.r. spectrum of

at low
temperatures is assigned by comparison to the spectrum of
o , o ,o ' ,o ' ,2 ,4 r 6-heptachloro-m-xylene (l.lHCX¡ , and. the chemical
shifts of the protons of Mocx, MHcx, and NCM are rationalized
in terms of solvent effects and intramolecular steric effects.
The temperature dependent p.m.r. spectra of Mocx in toLuene-d,
solution are fitted to computed spectra based. on a set of
coupled Bloch equations and the activation parameters for
t.he conformational interconversions are found. similarily
the activation parameters for the rotation of the dichloromethyl groups in the two conformaLions of NCM are reported
for solutions in toluene-d, and methylene chloride. fn
addition, free energies of act.ivation are given for solutions
MOCX

in bromochloromethane, trichloroet.hylene, and in carbon
disulfide" The free energies of activation are lower in
solut,ion than in the other solutions" The
the toluene-d^
ö
symmetrical conformation is more stable than the unsymmetrical one in all the solvents"
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CHAPTER T

TNTRODUCTION

A large number of molecules exist as a mixture of

conformational isomers or conformers which can be interconverted by rotation about a chemical bond" In general
such a rotation is accompanied by a change in the internal
energy of the molecule. Two important free energy dif-

ferences are associated with inLernal rotation:

the

difference in free energy between stable isomers, ÀG, and
the free energy barrier hindering rotation,
Know^Gt.
ledge of the temperature dependence of these quantities
allows the determination of the respective enthalpies and
entropies through the relations
= AH - TAS
(1)
= ÃHt --rÃst "
These parameters are of interest in view of their importance
in relation to physicat properties of the molecule and also
in determining the structures of macromolecules.
AG

¡c{

The free energy differences between stable isomers
can be determined by a number of physical techniques in-

cluding infrared, Raman, microwave, and nuclear magnetic
resonance (n.m"r") spectroscopies" A large number of such
energy differences are now accurately known, and their
origins are wel1 understooa. (1 4) until recently, however, less has been known about the barriers to internal
rotaLion

"

These barriers may be determined in several ways.

It is sometimes necessary to postulate a barrier of

a

2certain energy in order to obtain agreement between calculations and experimental observations of, for instance,
thermodynamic properties such as entropy and heat capacity,
or the n.mor. spectra of molecules partially oriented in
the nematic phase" Techniques such as infrared, Raman t ot
microwave spectroscopies, electron diffraction, neutron
scattering, and dipole moment measurements can be used to
determine torsional frequencies" These torsi-ona1 frequencies
can then be used to calculate the potential energy function
as a Fourier series in the torsion angle þ,
:n
V (Þ) = r4L Vì (1 - cÕs iO)
-Y'(2)
"

i=l

V(0) gives the potentiat energy corresponding to the torsion
angle O. The dífferei'Ice between the maximum and minimum
values of v is called the potential barrier, and is equivalenb
to + .
^H'
Rates of internal rotatj_on may be determined direct.ly
by ultrasonic and dielectric absorption measurements and. by
n"m"r. and electron spín resonance spectroscopy. The free
energy barrier to rotation (also called the free energy
of activation) can then be calculaLed. within the theorv of
absolute reaction rates bv
k - rckoT
exp (-le fTnr)
(3)
b
¡I

- constant measured at the absolute
where k is the rate
temperature T, r is the transmission coefficient, kg is the

5-

Boltzmann constant, h is Planck's constant, and R is the gas

constant. MeasuremenL of k as a function of temperature then
allows determination of the enthalpy and entropy of activation
through equation (1). Alternatively, equations (1) and (3)
may be combined to give
(4)
k =rk"T exp (-¡¡lt/nr) exp ( ¡strzn)
-ñand a plot of In (k/T) vs. L/T yi-e1ds a straight line with

slope proportional to

and intercept proportional to ¡St "
^Ht
Another common practice has been to construct a
linear Arrhenius plot
(5)
lnk=-þ_+lnA
a
RT

and to extract the activation energy E, from the slope and

the frequency factor A from the intercept, and to obtain

ÀHt

T

and AS' bv
+
+
^ql

:[

a

=n

-RT

f-ln hA il

LqfJ

(6)
(7)

However, these equations introd.uce a temperature dependence
++
into AH'
and AS' . This temperat.ure dependence is artif iciaI,
since it arises from the assumed. temperature ind.ependence
of E and A. It is more reasonable to assume temperatureind.ependent Auf and ASf values and obtain them as described
above. However, the Arrhenius parameters E, and A may give
some insight. into the process of the internal rotation through

tl-

the simple collision theory of chemical reactions. (5'6)
The various methods of determining conformational
energy differences and barriers to internal rotation have
(3' 4'
been discussed and compared in a number of articl"=.
7t - JOtt
Barriers in a fairly large number of molecules have
now been measured by these different techniques" This
dissertation describes the application of high resolution
contínuous \^rave n.m.r. to studies of rotational isomerism
23 sp" carbon-carbon single bond in a series
about the spof halogenated toluene derivatives. In chapter II, a discussion of the various n"m.r. methods used to measure
internal rotational barriers is presented, with emphasis
on continuous wave techniques" Chapter III briefly describes some methods of cal-culating these barriers
theoretically" fn chapters IV and V, the measurements
of barriers to internal rotation in a number of halogenated
toluene derivatives are described and the resuLts are
discussed

"

5CHAPTER

II

N"M"R"

YIETHODS OF DETERMTNTNG BARRTERS TO

TNTERNAL ROTATION

1.

Introduction
Most n.m.r. methods measure directlv the rates of

int.ernal rotation" When the rotational process causes a
nucleus to exchange between magnetically non-equivalent
positions or "sites" in the molecule with a rate constant
of asimilar order of magnitude as the total spread of the
n.m.r. spectrum of the nucleus (typically 1o-1 to 105 =""-1),
a profound change in the shape of the n.m.r" signals may
result" A number of methods and theoretical procedures
have been developed whereby one can u.se all the parameters
of n.m.r. spectra which vary with the rate of exchange of
the nuclei to determine the rate constants of the exchanqe.
Application of equations (3) to (5) then yields the
activation parameters for the internal rotation.
This chapter describes the methods of determininq
rates of internal rotation from high resolutíon n.m.r.
experiments (section 2) , pulse n.m.r. experíments (section 3)
and double resonance experiments (section 4) " The determination of rotational barriers usj-ng other n.m.r" methods
is discussed in section 5 "

2. High Resolutign N.M"R" Method.s
High resolution n.m.r" is used to determine barriers

6to internal rotation by studying the n.m.r" lineshape.
lVhen ínternal rotation causes magnetically non-equivalent
nuclei to exchange sites at a rate of the order of the
chemical shift between the nuclei, the shape of the n.m.r.
absorption signal is affected" Theoretícal expressions
for the lineshape as a function of the rate of exchange
(and other spectral parameters) can be derived. and, by
mat.ching the lineshapes calculated theoretically to the
experimental spectrum, the rate of internal rotation can
be determined"

of calculating t.he high resolution
n.m;r" lineshapes and the d.etermination of the rates of
internal rotation from them are described in this section"
(a) Classical lineshape theory
etocLr(10) described the n.m.r. phenomenon by a
set of classical equations that provide an adequate
formulatíon in systems which exhibit no nuclear spin-spin
l'r't \
coupling. Gutowsky et al'*-' first modified the Bloch
equations to give expressions for the n"m"r" lineshapes
in the presence of exchange reactions" For a system of
two sites A and B shifted by 6w/2 and - ¿u/2 from their
weighted average frequency oo, with relative populations
p, and. p-, the total magnetization in the x - y plane is
13)
j__^- ,__(r2,
qaven
þv'
The methods

7e = io, ¡¿ [ (r^ + r") + zor" (aOp" +
(l- + *Ar.A,) (1 + oBrB) l-

a"pO)

J

(B )

where the average lifetime at site A is.A

= 1,/k4*g = r/pg
and for site B, .B : l/kB*A = r/p^ where t = t'rg/ (.a + rS) "
M^
is the static nuclear magnetizatj-on aL thermal equilibrium,
o
,1 = yHl, Hl is the strength of the applied rf fieLd of
frequency 6, oA = (I/Tì - i (Ar¡ + õu/2) , oB =
Q/TZ) i( Ao-ôo /ù, and Ao= YHo tù. TZ is the inverse
linewidth parameter" The n.m.r" absorption signal y is
then given by the imaginary part of t.he x - y magnetization,
! = Im (c)"
(e)
It is seen from equation (8) that the shape of the
n.m.r. spectrum is d.etermined by ôr, T 2, the lifetimes tA
and rB, and the populations pA and p"" At slow exchange
rates (t>lñ'trôrl-1),' two n.m.r. signals are observed with
a separation of ôo; decreasing t causes the signals to
broaden and collapse, and for high exchange rates (tôurcL )
one signal with a frequency of % is observed" The point
at which the separate signals merge is called the coalescence
point

"

(14) included directly in
the Bloch
equations terms taking into account the exchangie. His
simpre formuration is readily extended to exchange between

-

McCorrrr"ll

unequally populated sites, and is particularly

amenable

to generalization to multj--site exchange processes. For

a

Bgeneral exchange process among n sites of populations pj

it is necessary to solve the n coupled equations for

Gu,

(10

Here o, is the frequency of site j in the absence of

r and Tr. is the effective transverse relaxation
time of nuclei in site j . Using the steady state kinetic
approximation (since the exchange process is being observed
rj, = lrl-., where r at equilibrium), pk"jk = p*r.,-*
=
J^JJÃÀJkj
L ./k.
Then'':bhe total x-y magnetization is
K_l
exchange

n

Ç= X

G,

i-'1 l

(1r

¡

J-

and equation (9) gives the absorption mode n.m;r. signal.

In the appendixr âo analytical expression for an exchange
among four independent sites is derived using equation (10),
and a listing is given of a compuLer program written to
calculate the n.m.r. lineshape for this case.
It is evid.ent that equation (10) can be conveniently expressed in matrix form and solved by matrix
techni-ques. This has been done a number of times, most
recently by Reeves and co-workers, (15'16) who developed and
programmed an efficient matrix formulation of the modified
Bloch equations, allowing a concise analysis of multi-site
exchange systems" Their method has been applied to the study
of both intramol".rr1u.r (15' 17 ' 1B) and intermol""rrrtt (19)

)

9exchange

reactions

amongi

up to fifteen sites"

Extensive reviews of the Bloch equation d.escription
of exchange have been published, (20 - 23) and. should be
consulted for further details"
The Bloch equations are stricLly applicable only

to an ensemlole of independent spins, although they have
been applied with some success Lo descriptions of exchange
in systems exhibiting first-order spin-spin couplirtg. (11 ' 13 '
L7
24 2V) since the vast majority of compounds show
'
spin-spin coupling in the n.m.r. spectra, the Bloch
In cases
formulation has a somewhat limited applicability"
in which spin-spin coupling does occur, a quantum mechanical
treatment of exchange should be used"
(b) Quantum mechanicaL lineshape theory
The quantum mechanical treatment of the effect of
exchange on high resolution n.m.r" lineshapes is based on
the time variat.ion of the components of the densit,y matrix
of the system" This treatment has been thoroughly discussed
in a number of articr.=. (21 23 ' 28 31) Briefly, the
expectat.ion value of any operator A is given by
<A> =

rr(pA)

(12)

where p is the density matrix of the system. The total

magnetization in the x-y plane of a system in an n"m"r"
experiment is represented by the expectation value of the
-¡-

operator I* * iIu a I'"

Then from equations (9) and (L2) ,

IO

the absorption

mode

signal is given

by

! = rm(c) = rm((r+)) = rm[Tr(pr+)]
(I3)
The values of the density matrix el_ements which
contribute to the absorption in equations (ls¡ can be found
from the equation of motion of the density matrix,
(la¡
É_p = i [p, H,]
dt
Tt
where H is the normal high-resolution n.m.r. Hamiltonian:
fl = rr"i{ur, ur) +
Jii(ri.rj)
+ xyrr_.H.,
(15)
i
i<j r-J
i'l- x rThe equation of motion must be modified to account for
exchange and relaxation effects:
/\/\
+/ao\
(16)
9-p=í[p,H]+l¡-p-ì
dt
exchanse
relaxarion
\t. / (
.i^.
\*/
( 32 )
xapt¿¡,
and alex-rra"r 33 ) f irst used such a
treatment to determine li-neshapes of n.m.r. spectra for
nuclei undergoing mutual exchange. Representing the exchange by an exchange operator R, the time dependence of
the density matrix element for the transition between states
k and 1 is(21)
årou,

=

i

,'r-,1{tr}l

-ipkr
E

+

x Ji - |i ,.+iri2 i<j
*'L
.

.

-'-f

-P

f:-Rk,,onmRml

oo t'll rù
j+r+j

r-f

J

+

m

-2

r-< J

io,

kt

J..i-l

(o:<r-p

(,-írj \
|*z-z'kk

rt

)
l_

-

(ri) kl

rlt),-ù]
(17

)

11

where T.z is the spin-spin relaxation time, providing the

proper linewidth in the absence of exchang,e, and. t is the

lifetime of the nucleus in each site" Rk* permits
the inclusion of the density matrix elements in a way
appropriate to the exchanging system. Under unsaturated
steady-state conditions, the time derivatives in equation
(17) are set equal to zero, yielding a set of simultaneous
equations with complex coefficients. Solution of these
equations gives the values of the elements of the density
matríx necessary to calculate the n"m"r" absorption lineshape from equation (13)

mean

"

Computer programs based on these equations were

written to examine the mutual exchange between two coupled
nuclei(34'35) very soon after the equat,ions vüere first
expounded" Since then a large number of groups have written
programs to calculate lineshapes for a variety of systems
und.ergoing mutual exchange; for instance, Forsén and co(36)
.
*--' have described a program which solves the
\¡/orkers
lineshape equations for some systems of up to four spins
and have illustrated its use in analyzing some complex
(lz - 39) Different exchange processes
exchange processe=.
for systems of up to four spins have been studied by
Derendyaev. (40)

Since equation (13) involves the trace of the matrix

pI'+ , Y is independent of the representation defined by the
basis functions. Yamamoto and Nakarrisrri (41) have recently

T2

that by using the sl.mmetrized spin functions as the
basis set, the density matrices can be divided into six
blocks, the largest of which is eight by eight for a four
spin case. Vühen the simple product spin functions form the
basis, matrices of dimension 24 by 24 must be solved for
a four spin case" Considerable saving in computer time
then results from the use of symmetrized spín functions.
on the other hand, Kaplan and FraerrL.t(42) pointed
out the advantages of using simple product basis functions.
When this j-s done, R in equat.ion (17) can be written as
a permutation matrix, symmetric about the diagonal, with
all elements equal to 1 or 0, acting only Èo rearrange the
order of the individual spin functions" rt is therefore
possible to concisely derive the exchange part of equaLion
(17) by d.irect reference to the chemi_stry of the exchange
process and without explicitly writing down the exchange
matrix. Their simple and unified treatment can treat all
intra- and intermolecular exchanging systems. Computer
programs utilizing their procedures have not yet been
developed, but the formulation of the densi_ty matrix
equations for a number of particular exchange processes
shown

have been discusse 6. (az¡

Dírect extension of equation (17) to exchange in
coupled systems of up to six spins is, in principS.e,
straightforward. HoÌ\iever, computing times become excessive,
(36)
and at present appear to limit studies of exchanse to
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systems of four or fewer coupled spins"

Equation (17) is strictly

applicable only to

systems in which the nuclei undergo mutual exchange"

But since n.m"r" measures raLe processes occurring at
equilibrium, the exchange of two or more conformers (eg"
trans Ì gauche exchang,e ín substituted. ethanes) is in-

distinguíshable from a process in which mutual exchange
occurs" The terms in equation (17) which account for the
exchang'e and interaction wíth the rf field must be modifi-ed,
however, to account for the possibly dj-fferent populations
of the conformers and hence different lifetimes of the
nuclei in each conformer" A number of such modifications
have been reported,(42 49) principally in studies of the
rates of internal rotation in substituted. ethanes.
Following an earlier suggestion by Johnson, (50)
Binsch(51' 52) unified all previous treatments in a compact
and elegant manner by developing the theory in the Liouville
representation of quantum mechanics" fn Liouville space,
.ühe=Hilbert space operators T and. p are vectors t- and p.
The prod.uct ¡-'p-in Liouville space is equivalent to Tr (ï p )
o
in Hilbert =pu."", so the absorption signal is given by
In the Heisenberg representation, p is a symmetrix matrix,
and T is the transpose of I+. Therefore r+p = (r+)Tp =
T p, and Tr(f+p) = Tr (ï p). By convention, it seems one
uses r+ in the Heisenberg representation and f in the
Liouville representation.

L4

y - rm(I .p)
To evaluate p, the equation of motion of

(18)
P

is solved

in the steady-state approximation:
0 = d_-q =(-í1, + R + X) g"

(1e

)

d--r

Here R and X are the relaxation and. exchange operators,

respectively, and L is the Liouville operator,
| = h l(tt"u* - EøH).
H is the high resoLution n.m.r. Hamiltonian matrix and

(20)
E

is the identity matrix. The symbol e indicates a direct
product of matrices" Equation (19) gives a set of simultaneous complex linear equations. einscfr(51) showed that
an efficient practical solution to these equations can be
obt.ained by separating the frequency-dependent contributions
from the frequency-independent contributions, greatly
simplifying t,he calculations" A computer program based on
his calculations has been made available. (53) ,rr" possibility of factorizing t,he problem for cases involving
mutual exchange, magnetic equívalence, and permutation
symmetry eg. [(AB)2 Ì{cn)11 ì\ras examined,(52) and it was
shown that the exploitation of group theoretical and commutation principles simplified t,he computation of lineshapes

consid.erably" These features have been incorporated into
the computer program DNMR3. (54) The applications of these
programs have been illustrated by a number of theoretical
(52\
studies,'"''
and they have been used to determine exchangie
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rates in a number of systems. (55 58)
Anderson arrd L""(59' 60) have applied this theory
as developed by Binsch(57' 58) to the analysis of three
cases of exchange-broadened n.m.r" lineshapes: a two spin
mutual exchang'e system in which the nuclei have different
relaxation times, a tvro spin system with direct coupling,
and the spectra of partially oriented dimethylacetamide-d.,
over a range of exchange rates. Anderson(61) has also
applied the theory to the problem of the nuclear magnetic
double resonance spectrum of an exchanging two-spin-% system"
(c) Determination of rate constants from high resolutÍon
n"m. r " Ir-nesnapes
Equations (8), (10), (I7) , and (19) show that the
n.m.r. lineshape in a system undergoing exchange depends on
the chemical shif ts, coupling constants n sit.e populat.ions ,
and natural linewidt,hs in the absence of exchange as well as
on the lifetimes of the nuclei in each site" These parameters
cannot be found from the exchange-broadened spectra" Furthermore, they can all show a temperature dependence" The effect
of systematic errors in lineshape analysis on the activation
parameLers has been stressed repeatedLy,(20' 62 65) and
it has been amply proven that neglect of the temperature
dependence of these spectral parameters can lead to large
errors in the rate constants" It is therefore necessary to
determine the values and. the temperature dependence of
pj-, ,i, T2i, and. Jt-t from spectra which exhibit no exchange
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broadening, and, by extrapolation or interpolatíon, to

calculate their values in the temperature reqion

where

exchange broadening occurs.

this has been done, lineshapes can be calculated
as a function of the preexchange lifetimes t to fit the
spectra obtained experimentally at a number of different
t.emperatures" The r values are related to the rate constants,
so it is then a trivial task to determine the activation
parameters as described Ín Chapter I"
Tt is known that improper temperature calibration
also introduces large systematic errors" Although a variety
of methods have been described for the accurate determination
of temperatures,(64' 66 72) a large number of investigators
continue to use the standard samples of methanol and ethylene
glycol in combj-nation with calibration curves provided by
the manufacturer of the spectrometer. These have been shown
to give inaccurate temperatures .(67) Accurate determination
of the activation parameters necessitates the use of some
method of proven accuracy for the measurement of temperatures.
Before large computers \^zere routinely available for
calculating complete spectra using equations (B), (10), (L7),
or (19), a number of approximate relations between.r and
quantities measured directly from the spectrum were derived.
(11 13 25 26, 73 80)
The rates of a large number of
'
'
when

L7

using such approximations.
(22, 36, 62, 64) have shown
Unfortunately, recent stud.ies
that considerable error may be introduced into the rate
constant by the use of an approximate formula" The only
approximate rel-ationship that has stood the test of time
is that between the signal separation (ve ue) of equally
populated sites A and B and the exchange rate k", the rate
constant at the coalescence point for the A and B signals.
The relationshiP is
exchange reactions \,vere found

k. = n(vo - v")"

tr

(21

)

But even this estimate may be inaccurate by several hundred
percent" It appears that the only way to get reliable values
for rate constants is to calculate the complete lineshape or
some characteristj-c parameter of it (eg" the full width of

the peaks at half-maximum height) from the appropriate exact
equation, and to compare this to the experimental spectrum"
If a characteristic parameter of the lineshape is used to
do the fitting, it is best to simulate the complete spectrum
and compare it to the experimental one as a final check on
the accuracy of the fit"
The most colnmon way of fitting the complete n"m"r"
lineshape is to compare by eye the calcu1ated. and experimental spectra" This procedure permits d.etermination of
rate constants to better than !62" A somewhat more accurate
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procedure is to digitize the experimental spectra and use

a computer to compare them to calculated spectra (for instance by a least-squares procedure(8r)). A number of
digitization procedures have been reported,(16' 64' 81 86)
varying in sophistication from hand digitizatiorr(64' 82 84)
to the use of an on-line computer to digitize and ahalyze
t--' \ It is not, certain in all cases t.hat these
the spectrao lR'l
procedures allow a significantly more accurate determination
of rate constants, although errors in the rate constants
of less than 2? (except for the fast and slow exchange
regions) have been claimed. (16' 19) rn any event, with the
increasing availability of computer systems and of Fourier
transform n.m.r. spectrometers (which obtain the spectra
in digital form), it seems certain that automatic processing
of high resolution n.m"r. lineshapes will become more colnmon"
In summary then, the accurate determination of
activation parameters for internal rotation from high
resolution n.m.r" lineshapes requires the following steps"
(1) The temperature dependence of pi, oi, JiJ, and
TZ.' is found from as large a number of high
quality spectra as possible in the temperaLure
regions below and above the region where the
spectra show exchange broadening"
(2) A number of high quality spectra are obtained
spanning the temperature range over which
exchange broadening is observed"
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(3) The temperatures at which the spectra are
obtained must be measured bv a method of
proven accuracy"

14) By use of the appropriaté equation for the
lineshape of the system being examined., spectra
are calculated as a function of the t values,
and fit, to the experimentaL spectra obtained
in step (2). This fittíng may be done by eye
or by digital methods.
(5) The activation parameters are calculated from
equations (3), (4) and (5) "
The accuracy of the high resolution n.m.r. lineshape
method of determining activation parameters can be tested by
comparing the results with those obtained using other methods"
fn fact, the wide divergence in activation parameters obtained for the same system by different workers using high
resolution n.m.r" lineshape analysis makes such a comparison
highly desirable (for the case of cyclohexane, see the
compilatíon by Anet and Bourn, (87) for the cases of
dimethylformamide and dimethylcarbomoyl chloride, see
tables rr and ïïf of Binsch (22) ). Comparison with results
obtained from spín-echo n.*.r. (88 90) (section 3 of this
chapter) and ultrasonic absorption measur"*"rrt" (91 93)
generally show only moderate ag-reement" Agreement with
results obtained by double resonance methods (87) 1di=.,rssed
in section 4 of this chapter) is excellent" Most satisfying,
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however, is the agreement. obtained by comparing results

obtained by high resolution n.m.r. lineshape analysis with

the results from direct "classical" techniqu"=. (94 102)
By isolatingi one rotational isomer (for example by
crystallization (97) ) of a compound which undergoes hindered
internal rotation observable by high resolut,ion n.m.r" and
dissolving it at a temperature where the rate of internal
rotation is very slow, it has proven possible to prepare
solutions of a pure conformer" The rate at which equilibration occurred among the rotational isomers could then
readily be determined by an ind.ependent method, for instance
by polarimetry . e6 ) trr. agreement in the activation
parameters obtained by the different methods in these
studies has been consistently excellent, providing evidence
that rr"m"r" lineshape analysis is a fundamentally sound
method of measuring rate constants"
3" Spin-echo Method
Suppose that at time 0 a strong rf pulse of amplitude
Hl and frequency u: satisfying the resonance condition is
applied to a spin system for a time t.. such that
(22)
Hlt, = r/2
This is referred to as a 90o pulse, and has the effect of
"tippíng" the total magnetization of the spin system from
the z direction into the x-y plane. After the removal of
Hl, the x-y magnetization d.ecreases due to the loss of phase

2I
coherence of the individ.ual spj-ns" lf after n seconds

a

pulse is applied, this time of duration 2t^, the direction
of the individual spins is reversed" At time tr*n*2tr*n

they come back into phase and produce a sLrong signal called
the spín echo" But due to spin-spin relaxation some of the
magnetization will be lost" As the 18Oo pulses are repeated
at intervals of n seconds, the echo amplitude decreases at
a rate controlled largely by Ir, the transverse (spin-spin)
relaxation time. Such a pulse sequence is called the
Carr-Purcell spin-echo (CPSE) pulse train, (103) and analysis
of the CPSE envelope can be used to determine T, "
If, however, magnetization is being transferred to
another site by internal rotation during the pulse sequence,
an additional detectabl-e loss of magnetization occurs, the
loss depending on the rate of exchange and on n" By
analysis of the envelope of the decaying echo signals,
exchange rates may be determined"
This met.hod of determining exchange rates has been
developed largely by Gutowsky's group. (88 ' 89' 104 110)
They d.erived equations for successive echo intensities in
the presence of exchange between two equally populated sites
from the Bloch equations and described a computer progfram
written to perform the calculations. (88) They also derived
closed expressions for the decay envelope for this simple
(104
caseo '*- ") Using a density matrix treatment the theory
was developed for exchange sit.uations in which the nuclei
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spin-spin coupling. (105' 108) The technique was
(106'
used to determine exchange rates in a number of systems.
L07 109 110) The
theory has also been extended to multi'
'
showed

site exchange processes. (11r)
Only a few other groups have used the spin-echo
(90' rrz 114) This
method to study exchangie reactions.
may be partially due to the relative scarcity of pulse n"m"r"
spectrometers in chemical laboratories in the past. If this
is the reason, the increasing popularity of n.m.r" Fourier
transform spectroscopy should remedy the sit.uation because
it uses pulse techniques"
There are oLher reasons why the pulse method of
measuring exchange rates is not used more exLensively; it
requires more laborious computational procedures than do
other n.m.r. methods, and it is restricted to studies of
quiLe simple molecules. This latter restriction arises
from the fact that all nuclei of the same species contribute
to the echo train. Furthermore, systematic errors which are
difficult to detect, may easily arise" The technique has
been critically examined. a number of times,(62' 63' 115) and
it appears there exist some unresolved difficulties in
.:r (115)
rh
r-Lc
rrr ¡)âÍticular, the lack of agreement between
activatj-on parameters obtained by this method and by high
resol-ution n.m.r. lineshape analysis is unsettting. (88 90)
The spin-echo method does have some advantages,

however" First, the range of experimentally accessible rates
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is often g,reater than that attainable by high resolution
lineshape methods, so exchange rates can be measured over
a wider temperature range" This should enable more accurate
activation parameters to be found" Second, the spin-echo
method yields values of TZ and the chemical shift difference
between the exchanging sites as well as the rate constants,
so errors in the temperature depend.ence of these parameters
are avoided" A knowledge of T, is also important in studying
molecular motion and relaxation mechanisms"
4" Double Resonance Method
The techniques discussed up to this point are limited
to measuring exchange processes for which 1<12" Since the
longitudinal relaxati-on time T, is oft.en longer than T2 r
slower exchange rates can be measured by examining the effect.
of exchange on features of the n.m"r. spectra dependent upon
m
11o
I

(116

Forsên and Hoffman'---

119

)

have developed a method

based upon the transfer of saturation from one site to another

by the exchangie process. Consider a two-site system(117)
in which the exchang'e is so slow that tv¿o separate signals
are seen in the high resolution n.m.r. spectrum, and let

signal B be saturated. instant.aneously. From the Bloch
equations it can be shown that, signal A decays exponentially
with a time constant .lAt
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A

z

o

M-

(23)

where I = I
tÌrn
'1A 'A

(24)

'1A

The new equilibrium magnetization for A j-s given by

(t+- )

l,iA/r.-t.
ol rAì
\tto/
The slope of a plot of ln flnlttl - {(t*¡,f -

z

(2s)

=

)

I vs. t gives

.1A, and from equation QA¡ TIA can also be found. Similar'Iy,
saturating site A and observing the B resonance give= .lB
and T.-.
IJ
_L

A number of checks of the method have also been
(117)

- '** "
devisedo

These workers then extended

the method to

exchange involving several sites. (118)

Forsdn and Hoffman applied the theory to acid
caLalyzed. proton exchangie(117) and. proton exchange

in

an

enol--keto tautomeri"*. (118) Anet and Bourn(87) ,r""d. this
method to extend their rate studies of Lhe ring inversion

of cyclohexane into the slow exchange region where the
Iineshape method could not be used" The energy barrier
for internal rotation in the cyclopropyldimethylcarbonium
ion has also been determined bv the double resonance
j ___^ (120)
!^_L_t'ecnnr-que.

fn systems exhibiting no spin-spin coupling, this
method is extremely simple to apply. A description of the
effects in coupled systems requires a density matrix
. (61 . r2L)' _Transfer of saturation has been observed
approacho'"*
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in a number of coupled systems, notably in the 19, spectrum
of L ,2-d,ibromo-l ,l-dichlo ro-2 ,2=dif luoroethane. (121) nrch
l-ine was selectively irradiated and the effect on the other
lines was observed" By computer fitting it was possible
to extract rates for the internal rotation process. However, in coupled systems exLensive calculations are required,
and it is doubtful whether the double resonance method will
become a standard tool for determining rates of internal
rotation in these svstems.
5

" Other

N"M.

R" Methods

A number of other n"m"r" methods have been used

to detect or measure barriers to internal rotatíon in
molecul-es" These are generally not as accurate nor as well
d.eveloped as the techniques discussed. above, but are included here for completeness.
Rapid passage spectra have been used to extend
lineshape measurements slight.ly beyond the fast and slow
(75' L22 L23) or to draw inferences from
exchange limits
'
nonequiribrium magnetization transfer . (L24 ' L25) s,r"h
studies have Iímited applicability and are inherently
inaccurate" No recent studies using rapíd passage methods
to examine exchanse have been reported"
Recently Jfr"*i"rf u*.nrrrn" has been studied. by
measurements of t.he relaxation time in the rotating frame,
(126)
m
-' r+
Tto.It. proved possible to determine independently both
the rate constant for the exchanqe and the chemical shift
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between sites"

The rate of the chair-to-chair isomerization

in clzclohexane was studied, and the results compared
favorabl-y with those of other studies of this process" The
method should allow the determination of rate constants for
higher:'than'those accessible by
exchange up to 106
"""-1,
other n"m"r" methods" Furthermore, the rotating frame
measuremenLs appear to be quite easy to apply and interpret"
In dimethylformamide, transfer of the nuclear
Overhauser effect (n"O"e" ) by chemical exchange has been
(L27
observedr'*-"\ indicating that rotation about the carbonnitrogen bond could be detected at temperatures below which
any line broadening' occurred" The theory and equations for
the transfer of the n.O"e. have been developed for a two
site exchangie system , (I2B ) enabling rough estimates of
rotational barriers to be gained from the temperature
dependence of the effect. Chemical transfer of a generalized
n.o.e. has also been reported. (129)
Spin lattice relaxation studies have been used to
detect internal rot,ation barriers by determining the
mechanisms of Lhe relaxation. The 13C reLaxati-on of a
methyl group with a barrier to internal rotation of -<400
cal/mole has a substantial contribution from spin-rotation
1?
. (130) while the *"C
effectsr'*""'
relaxations of rotationally
restricted methyl groups (for instance in o-xylene (131) or
hemimellitene(132)) are dominated by the dipoLar mechanism,
the amount this mechanism contribuLes depending on the amount
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of restriction" Using the heteronuclear Overhauser effect,
it is possible to separate the dipolar contribution from
other contributions to the total relaxation time. (133) The
dipolar relaxation time of a nucleus fixed to the molecular
frame is related to the rotational diffusion of the molecule;
then by assuming that the methyt motion can be described by
the diffusion constants and a methyl "jump" rate between
energy mj-nima, the methyl relaxation time values give the
"jump" rate" The temperature dependence of this rate then
gives the barrier to rotation" Grant and co-workers
examined a number of methylbenzenes. (131' 132) They found
that for a methyl group with either two ortho hydrogens or
two ortho methyls next to it, the barrier to methyl rotation
\'ras very 1ow, and the methyl undergoes essentially free
internal rotation. However, for a methyl with one methyl
group ortho to it, the barrier was found to be 1.5t0.1 kcal,/
mole in a number of compounds. Considering the approximations made, a more reasonable error wourd be to"5 kcaL/
mole" This technique has also been used to measure methyl
internal rotational barriers in (CH3 ) 2SO, (CH3 ) 2CO , (CH3 )CC13, (CH3)3CC1, (CH3)COOCH3, and. CH3COO(CH3), and the

results agreed favorably with microwave values of the
barriers. (134)
The n"m"r" spectra of molecules partially oriented
in the nematic phase (135 137) are dominated by dipolar
couplings between the nuclei, a feature which vanishes in
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isotropic media. The orientation of a molecule in a
"liquid crystal" solvent ís characterized by one to five
orientation parameters, the number depending on the molecul_ar
symmetry. These orientation parameters can be determined
from the dipolar couplings" ff all the couplings are not
needed to define the orientation, the remainder may be
used. to determine angles and. ratios of distances between
the coupled nucleí, since the coupling is proportional
to the inverse cube of the inter-nuclear distance.
When internal rotation occurs, the vaLues for the
dipolar couplings must be expressed as weighted averages
over the path of the motion, so that ín principle the
couplings contain information about. the shape and size
of the barri-er to internar rotation. Diehr and co-workers
have investigated. a series of substituted. to1u"rr"=(l38 L43) ,
,(L44) aniLine, (1as) salicylaldehyde (146) , and
l1A'7\
phenolo **='/ only for o-xylene, o-chloro-, o-bromo- and
o-iodotoluene could barriers be determined" The 1imítations
and problems in using this technique have been d.iscussed. (145)
The prospect of its proving val-uable in barrier studies does
not look promising"
benzaldehyd.e
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CHAPTER

ITT

THEORETICAL CALCULATTONS OF BARRIERS TO
ÏNTERNAL ROTATTON

1. Introduction
It is desirable to be able to attribute the barriers
to internal rotation to various physical "effects" which add
up to the totaL potential function" In classical terms, such
effects are 1) steric repulsions between non-bonded atoms,
2) steric effects between lone pairs, 3) London dispersion
forces, 4) electrostatic interactions, 5) dipole interactions,
6) bond interactions, 7) resonance effects, and B) hydrogen
bonding" Unfortunately, there exists no general set of
empirical rules for constructing potential energy curves
by adding such effects, although limited success has been
obtained in carcurating barriers within series of related
compounds" The great value of descriptions of barriers in
terms of these effects is t,hat they give useful and readily
understood qualitative (and occasionally quantitative)
explanations of barriers.
But when detailed knowledge of the micromolecular
origin of the barrier is desired, a quantum mechanical
calculation of the potential energy curve is necessary.
This may be either a semiempirical calcul_ation or an
ab initio calculation" Quantum mechanical calculations
are much more difficult and time consuming than "classical"
calculations and, because the results cannot readíly be
interpreted in terms of the effects listed above, they do
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not lead to a simple description of the barrier in classical
terms" It is possible, however, to separate the various
contributors to the total energy, and these may serve the
same purpose as the classical effects for predicting barriers
in more complex molecules.
Theoretical calculations are an important tool in
all branches of chemistry, and, although a complete review
of all the calculation methods which have been applied is
not attempted., this chapter mentions some of the more
important methods and results of calculating barriers to
internal rotation" A number of articles have recently
reviewed aspects of carculating these barriers. (I4B 153)
As implied above, there are two ways of approaching barrier
calculations" The first way, discussed in section 2 of
this chapter, is to calcul-ate the total molecular energy
quantum mechanically" The difference in energy between
the ground state and transition state molecular conformations
is the barrier to internal rotation" On the other hand, it
is oft.en possible to calculate the energies of the classical
effects, listed above, which conLribute to the rotation
barrier" The difference between the sums of the energies
for the ground state and transition state conformations gives
the energy barrier originating from these effects" Methods
of calculating barriers in this manner are referred to as
classical methods and are discussed in secÈion 3 of the
present chapter"
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2"

Quantum Mechanical

Calcul'ations

(a) Ab initio calculations
Ab iniLio calculations on molecules may be divided
into the following steps, where the first two together are
called the Hartree-Fock (H.-F. ) approximation: 1) molecular
orbitals are constructed by a linear combination of atomic
orbitals (r,cao-uo¡, and 2) the coefficients ín the linear
expansion are adjusted until- self-consistency is obtained;
then 3) correlation corrections and 4) rel-ativistic corrections are applied" Electron correlation effects and
relativistic corrections are generally neglected. A cal-culation of the barrier in ethane incl-uding a partial correlation correction indicated that electron correlation
effects are nearly the same for all points on the potential
(154
curve. '*" ") Furthermore, the excellent agreemenL between
calculated and experimental barriers(lsr ' r52) in particurar
those calculated by Al-l-en and co-workers, (155 159) has
indicated the general adequacy of the approximations. However, a recent publication has indicated that in the case
of rotation about a double bond elect.ron correlation effects
do alter the potential energy significantly more in some
conformations than in others (160) (see also reference 152) .
It appears that a compromise musL be made between
accuracy and computing time since it is generally found that
increasing the size of the basís set improves the results"
(161 16s ) fhis is especially true when atoms other than
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carbon and hydrogen are present, in which case the inclusion

of polarization functions is definitely necessary as we1l. (163)
In order to obtain an accurat.e value for the energy
barrier, it is also necessary to optimize all geometricalparameters for each conformation. (158 ' l-65 170) This is
a very difficult and time consuming procedure, but appears
in general to be necessary if accurate values for the barriers
are to be obt,ained"
Although the accurate d.etermination of barriers by

ab initio

calculations is difficult and time consuming, such
calculations are very valuable in that they l-ead to a
physical pi-cture of the rotation process. Even lower quality
carcurations (smal-l- basis setsr rlo geometry optimization)
can give the correct idea as to the origins of the barriers,
(151
\---' , 171) although the magnitudes will of course be incorrect. rn an effort to systemÍze and understand the
origins of barriers the results of molecular orbital calculations have been broken down in a number of ways.
(1'7)\

Allen\L'ët

has shown that separating the toLal energy into

two components

Er = (T + vnn + vee) + (v.r") = vrepulsive
Vattractive

+

e6)

leads to a description of the barrier origin that is
suggestive of an opposing balance of forces, and is fu::thermore a division frequently employed in common chemical
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bonding problems. other different combinations of these
energy terms have been proposed, (161 ' L62' r70' L73) u,rt

are generally not so amenable to intuitive interpretation.
The variation of each component with rotation may be examined,
the predominant term determining whether the barrier is
"repulsive" or "attractive" in origin. A number of barriers
have been classified. in this way, (155 L57, L72, L74)
although the scheme does not allow a detailed description
of barriers in terms of molecular structural problems. The
idea of dividing the energy terms into a one-electron
component (T + Vne) and a pure repulsive component (Vrrr, *
v".) may be ad.vantageous in this regard. (170)
By carrying out an electron density analysis it is
easy to obtain the atomic orbital- electron densities and
overlap populations" The atomic populations give the
eLectron distribution and charges at the atomic sites, while
the overlap populations indicate bond. strengths and attraction or repulsion between atoms. (175) so"h a population
analysis is highly dependent on the basis set usedr so for
accurate results it j-s necessary that the wave functions be
reasonably near the molecular H.-F. solutions. Al1en (r76,r77)
showed that electron density d.istribution plots derived from
accurate ab initio LcAo-Mo-scF wave functions courd be used
to elucidate small changes in chemical_ bonding that apparentry
are the source of rotational barriers. A charge density
analysis gives results consistent with the ',repul-sive,' or
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"attractive" dominant nature of the barrier, and aids in
giving a pictorial representation of the barrier originThe results of ab initio calculations have also
been analyzed in terms of elect,rostatic, repulsive overlap,
polarization, and delocalization effects. (160) Bushweller
(178) were able to reproduce the correct
and co-workers
order of barrier heigh'bs in a series of O-(N'Nr-dimethylcarbamoyl) oximes, and from the overlap PoPulations they
determined that the orígin of the barrier is the extensive

stabilizing electron delocalization over the oxime oxygen,
the carbanoyl group, and the carbamoyl nitrogen which
occurs in the qround state but not in the transition state.
a *"tfroA of analy zLng the potential- barrier as a
Fourier series, of the form of equation (2) , using ab initio
calculations was recently described. (179) such a decomposition was shown to facilitate the interpretation of
the internal rotation function for various molecules studied,
as the V, term could be attríbuted to the interaction of
local dipoles at opposite ends of the bond about which
rotatíon occursr the V, component was shown to be due to the
back donation from lone pair orbj-tals at one end of the
molecule into antibond.ing o orbitals at the other, and the
V¡ term was attributed to bond-bond repulsion" In a very
complete study of 1,2-disubstituted ethanes by ab initio
carculations (180) such a decomposition was also applied
to aid the interpretation of the barrier oriqin"

1\

Intramolecular hydrogen bonding was also found to be of
importance in several of these ethanes.
The generally good agreement between ab initio

calculations and experimental measurements of barriers
suggests that the H"-F. model is adequate for such studies,
although correlation effects may be important in some cases.
It also appears that when some long-range steric overlap
is likely to be an important factor calculations at this
level are inadequa¡.. (15:) Probably the most severe
limitation of ab initio calculations at. present is the vast
amount of computer time required, limiting studies to simple
molecules" When quantum mechanical calculations on larger
mol-ecules are required the semiempirical methods appear at
present to be the only reasonable alternatives"
(b) Semiempirical methods
Semiernpirical methods are approximatíons to the

ab

ihiüio calculations in which differential overlap is neglected
to a greater or lesser degree and. an empi-ricaI "effective
electronegativity" ternr replaces the kinetic and one-electron
potential energy terms. In this section, calculations of
barriers using the approximations of the extended Hückel
theory (EHT), (181) complete and intermediate neglect of
differential overlap (cxoo (182 184) and rNDo (185)
)

,

modified rNDo (mruoo(186 188\ and neglecL of d.iatomic
differential overlap (NDDO (182)) method.s are discussed.
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calculations on barríers in ethane(181) and a
series of substituted ethanes (189) have been reported.
Trends in the barrier heights paralleled experimental values,
although the magnitudes of the calculated barriers did not
agree well with experiment. Non-bonded interactions appear
to be underestimated. (189) ,t ru= fel-t that an electron
population analysis in the EHT framework was not adequate
for a description of the barrier origin. (189)
The CNDO method has been applied to studies of
barriers in a number of molecules. Fair agreement with
experiment was obtained in some casesr(190-193) but there
(194)
appear to be a number of difficulties.
shaw and Reeves
obtained excellent agreement between calculated and experimental barrier heights in formamide using standard geometry
and assuming no changie in bond lenths or angles (other than
about the bond about which rotation occurs). Geometrical
optimization destroyed the ag,reement. On the other hand,
optimization of geometry improved the features of the
internal rot.ation potential curves for HrOr, FZO2, N2H4
and NrF*, although quantitative agreement with experiment
could not be obtained. (r95) wagner (l-96 ' L97) arso was
unsuccessful in attempts to calculate barriers for molecules
of this type. The CNDO method appears to underestimate
conjugation effects in molecules like glyoxal, 1r3-".:,
butadiene, benzal-d.ehyde, and biphenyl, (198) not only failing
EHT
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to correctly calculate the krarriers to internal rotation but
also failing to predict the known stable conformatíons. (198'
100\

The semiempi-rical schemes neglect many two-electron

integrals which represent electron repursion and exchange
interactions. The atLractive one-electron terms are therefore given too much weight in the carculations. one conseguence of this has appeared in calculations of carbonium
ion structuru=. (200t20r) semiempirical methods were generally
found to favor closed, more condensed structures (eg" bridged
ions) over open forms" cNDo studies on various molecules suggest that the negrect of differential overlap causes very poor
calculation of nonbonded repulsive interactions between atoms
and,/or lone pairs. (195 '202) cNDo calculations on cx ,a,2,6tetrachlorotoluene(203) indicate the transition state for
rotation about the
carbon-carbon bond is the con"p2-"p3
formation shown experimentally to be the ground state, and.
vice versa, suggesting that the method cannot account for the
large steric repulsions between the atoms in this molecule.
Other calculations have likewise indicated the CNDO
method is not generally applicable to the calculation of
barriers to internal rotation . Q04 ,205)
The TNDO method. makes somewhat less severe ap-

proximations, although the neglect of many two-erectron
integrals suggests that non-bonded interactions will st.ill
not be reproduced satisfactorily.
Remarkably good agreement
with experimentally measured barriers has been obtained bv

3B

rNDo

calculations(206-208) in molecules where such inter-

actions are not expected to be important. Other workers
have obtained. only qualitative agireement with experiment"
(L92
'196 '209-2LL) o¿ro¡oo studies of inversion Qr2) and
rotaLion barriers (187'2r3) gave quaritative agreement with
experiment even though geometrical optimization, which was
shown to be important,(2t3) ,or= not always performed.. Calculations of barriers to rotation about carbon-carbon d.ouble
bonds in ethylene derivatives using this approximation gave
surprisingly good ag'reement with experiment, although
barriers in amid.es were calculated to be much lower than
the experimental values.QLA) this wrs felt to be due to
the inability of INDO (and MTNDO) to accounL for the d.ipole
fields of lone pair electrons"
tfre next level of approximation is the NDDO approximation r¡¡hich should be better than CNDO or INDO as
fewer approximations are made. Few stud.ies of rotational
barriers within this framework have been attempted" There
is evidence that CNDO more closely parallels experimentally
observed. trends in barrier heights ,(204) although
quantitatively accurate results appear not to be within
the province of either method"
(c) Fumm?ry of quantum mechanical calculations of
hârrf

ôrQ

The semiempirical quantum mechanical methods

do

not appear to be adequate for calculating barriers to int.ernal
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rotation" Ab initio calculations seem to reproduce experimentally measured barriers quite well as long as large
basis sets are used and geometrical optimizatíon is carried
out" Unfortunately, due to the required compute:: time
these calculations can practically be performed at the
present time only on relatively small molecules. There also
appears to be a question as to the adequacy of the H"-F
approximation when long-range steric overlap occurs in a
molecule. When significant steric overlap occurs or when
calculations of barriers in relatively complex molecules
are desired, it appears to be necessary Lo use classical
methods.

3. Classical Calculations
(a) Basic principles of the classical model
The method of treating a molecule as a classical
mechanical system for the purpose of calculating the energy
difference between molecular conformations was first described by westheimer(215) in a study of the rate of racemization of substituted biphenyJ-s" A recent review
thoroughly covers all aspects of the classical treatment. (149)
It is assumed that the energy may be expressed as a sum
of terms, each term having a special physical meaning"
+ E^ + E, + E
E = ETU9nþ
(27 )
A "r¡atural" bond length r oi is ascribed to each bond"

lt^
=U

l.I

the actual bond length deviates from

r!, the cont.ribution

to the energy is given by

r'1- '
E--.
r.I -= ärri (r1

?12
TL'

(28)

E, in equation (27) is the sum of all terms of this type.
Similarly, a "natural" value o? is assumed for each bond
angle and the bond angle strain is calculated. by
Eei = %koi(eí

ull'"

(2e)

This appears often to give too large an energy contribution,
especially for angle deformations greater than about 5
deg:rees, and. a modified expression has been proposed .(2L6)
The constants kr, and. kr, are determined from spectroscopic
data.

E,o is the sum of the torsi-on strain contributions
and is usually given by
Eo =

%vl(l - cos nó)

(30)

where O is the torsion angle about the bond" This term

torsional barrier" characteristic
of the bond and ind.epend.ent of the substituents: it arises
from exchange interactions of electrons in bonds adjacent
to the bond about which internal rotation occurs.QLT)
The value of V! is usually t,aken to be that required to reproduce Lhe observed barrier in the unsubstituted compound,
eg" --o
Vi=2.eS kcal/mo1e for ethane and all substituted ethanes.
The term ErrO comprises all non-bonded interactions
represents an "intrinsic

4I

includingi van der Waals interactions, dipole-dipole inter-

actions, and electrostatic interactions between point charges
on the atoms" The non-bonded interaction functions have
been based on either a Lennard-Jones potential, equat.ion
(31), or on a Buckingham-like potential, equation (32)"
The r -6- term represents the induced dipole-induced dipote
V(r) = a
(3r¡
b
-r2
TT
V(r) =atex'(-b'r)

-c'

r

(32¡
6

attraction" The other terms give the steric repulsive part
of the non-bonded potentials. The electrostatic interaction
of polar substituents is accounted for by adding a term in
r -1
In these equations r refers to the internuclear separation between the two interacting substituents. The
constants in equations (31) and (32¡ can be evaluat,ed from
molecular scattering results, second virial coefficients,
viscosities, sublimation energies t or similar experimental
physical properties. The problems arising in choosing
values for these constants have been discussed. (148 ' r49)
Westheimerrs procedure has been modified by

a

of workers" Hendrickson first used computers to
carry out the calculations in studies of the structures
of cyclic aliphatic hydrocarbons . QLB , 2L9 ) ,rru computational methods were generalized by Wiberg,(220) who
number

developed a procedure for computer optimízation of geometry"
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A number of alternate methods of optimizing the molecular
(2l-6 | 22L
geometry have since been reported .

224)

Often the contributions of some of the terms in

equation (27') have been neglected when it was felt they
were not important, or merely to simplify the computations"
For instance, Hendrickson usually assumed constant bond
lengths and./or bond. angles in his calculations. (218 | 2L9 '
225 226)
This of course lowers the validity of the results
'

extent" To various degrees of accuracy, the
Vüestheimer method has now been adapted to calculations of
barriers to conformational changes in a wide variety of
(148, 2L6, 225, 227 235)
_^_-_^^___^J_
compound
s
to

some

"

Barriers to internal rotation have also been
calculated by combining quantum mechanical calculations
with classical calculations" fn two separate studies of
rotation in biphenyl derivatives, (236t 237) semiempirical
molecular orbital t,heory was used. to calculate the conformational energy difference arising from changes in
conjugation between the ground and transition states"
Changes in energy caused by different non-bond.ed interactions in the d.ifferent conformations were calculated
using the classical model, and the sum of these two contributions gave the barrier to internal rotation" A
símilar procedure was used to calculate barriers to inLesnal
rotation in some amides. (190)
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In a ,d,2,6-tetrahalogenated toluenes such conjugation effects are not expected to contribute substantiallv
to the barrier to internal rotation" Molecular models
indicate that a considerable amount of non-bonded steric
interaction occurs and can be relieved by bond bending
and stretching in the various conformations. Two different
classicar methods of calculating barriers in these compounds
have been reported and are briefly outlined below"
(b) Barber's method
Barber assumed that the largest part of the
rotational barrier in o ro r 2 r6-teLrahal-otoruene derívatives
arises from the pair-wise non-bonded steric and electrostatic interactíons between the substituted methyl group
components and the ortho ring substituents" Following
Jonas et al- Q29\ two separate potential functions were
applied to calcul-ate these barriers. (148) ,h" functions
used \^iere the modified. Buckingham potential, equation (33),
and a simplevan der V'Iaals function, equation (34) , where
v(ö) = xA{exp(-B+r:)
(33)
r - rr - c* * D.l

j

v(ó

) = lA.exp (- rr/er)

+
'j

tj
(34

J'

each summation is over the jth pair of atoms whose inter-

nuclear separation is r. "
Equation (33) \^ras applied as described. by Scott
t1)7\
and Sheraga\"tt using the constants given by them.

)
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Equation (34) was used as established by Howelett(238)
with his values for the interaction constants"
Using normal bond angles and bond lengths from
analogous compound,s, computer programs \,\iere written to

calculate the energy as a function of rotation about the
)2
sp--sp" carbon-carbon bond" For compounds for which
experimental data was available, bot.h functions greatly
over-estimated the rotational barriers"

By repeating

the calculations after changing to a geometry where all
bonds were bent back by a specified number of degrees
(although not consídering the energy required to do this)
it was found that all the experimental barrier heights
could be reproduced by bend.ing of less than about 50.
For cases having both methyl substituents the same and the
two ortho substituents the same, both functions gave the
same barrier shape for all calculations" The ground state
vras correctly predicted to be 1, the conformation having
the c-H bond of the methyl group ín the plane of the ring"

------Y
H

2

I

cl rBr
t¡f,-

F

rCl rBr

H

3

AF

2 was calculated to be the conformatj-on of highest energy,

while a minimum, too far above 1 in energy to be detected.
experimentally, v¡as calculated to exist at 3"
The calculations are certainly not rigorous, but
it was hoped they would give some insight into t,he rotational
process through the barrier shape" A less naive approach
to the problem utilizing partial geometry optimization is
described in the next section.
(c) Ernstrs method
For anumber of d ro r2,â-LeLrasubstituted toluene
derivatives, Ernst calculated the conformational energiies
by adding the following partial energies " Q23 | 239 )
"n"
stretching energy of the =p2-=p3 carbon-carbon bond (using
equation (28) ); the bending energy of the bond. angles at
the sp-? carbon and the angles formed by the bonds of the
ortho substituents and the carbon-carbon bond.s of the
aromatic ring (using equation (29)); and the non-bonded
interactions between each ortho substituent and t.he
neighbouring meta proton on the one hand and the three
substituents on the other (using equation (3I) ). Since
the barrier to rotation in toluene is very small (240)
the torsion strain contribution to the barriers in these
substituted toluenes (equaLion (30) ) was neglected" The
force constants and "natural" bond lengths \^7ere estimated
by comparision with retated compound.s,(239, 24r) and
cr
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"natural" bond angles of

12Oo and 1Og.47o were assumed.

The Lennard-Jones constants were calculated for any pair

of atoms from their polarizabilities, effective elect,ron
numbers, anrl van der Vüaals radii "
The geometry optimization procedure followed that
of Hendrickson(218) and has been described. in d.etaiL.Q23)
Briefly, the geometry of the ring was kept constant as
were all the bond lengths but the one mentioned above"
OnIy the angles at the o carbon and the ortho carbons
were allowed to change, and the ortho substituents v/ere
constrained to remain in the plane of the ring" The
bending of the bonds at the q carbon was restricted in
such a way that only one angle was independent. These
approximations reduced the number of independent geometrical
parameters to five: the two angles of the ortho substituents,
23 carbon-carbon bond length, the torsion angle,
the sp--sp"
and the independent angle at the q carbon. Then as the
torsion angle was changed, the other parameters \^/ere varied
in small steps and the energy was calculated" The combination which gave the lowest energ.y was taken to be the
geometry of that conformation.
For the d td t2,á-LeLrasubstituted toluenes studied,
the calculated barrier heights agreed well with experimental
(223 | 239' 242)
measurements .
Furthermore, the differences
in the energies of the two ground state conformations of

47

both 4

and

5 were well reproduced"

1

As with Barber's

5

calculations, I is correcLly calculated to be the ground
state conformation, but contrary to Barber's results,
Ernst's calculations show conformation 3 to be the transition state for the internal rotation"
The results of Ernstrs calculations on o,rct,2,
6-tetrahalogenated toluenes are discussed in detail in
Chapter IV"

(d) The shape of the rotation barrier
These two methods of calculat.ing barriers to
internal rotation in q ,t t2 t6-tetrahalogenated toluene
derivatives predict different barrier shapes for the
rotational process. Barberrs calculations indicate that
the ground state conformations are separated by two energy
maxima corresponding Lo 2 with a high minimum at 3" According
to Ernst, there is a steady increase in the energy between
1 and 3. These alternate barrier shapes are shown in
figures I and 2"
The barrier shape is of importance in extracting
the activation parameters from the measured rate constants

Figure 1" The shape of the potential energy barrier to
rotation as given by Barber's method for dtdt2,6-LeLrahalotoluene derivati-ves" The numbers refer to the
structures given in the text"
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Figure 2" The shape of the potential energy barrier to
rotation as given by Ernst's method for a ,d,2,6-tetrahalotol-uene derivatives. The numbers refer to the
structures given in the text"
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using equation (4) " The transmission coefficient r allows
for the possíbility that not every activated complex
reaching the top of the potential energy barrier is collverted into a product. (6) ,rr" barrier given by Barber's
calcul-ations suggests the use of '4 for r< , whíle the single
maximum of Ernst's calculations demands the use of r=.'.

At f irst glance it would appear that Ernst¡s
method. gives the correct barrier shape since his energies
are in much better agreement with experiment than are
Barber's. But although partial geometrical optimization
was performed, Ernst made a number of approximations: the
bending of the ortho substituents was confined to the plane
of the ríng, electrostatic interactions between the polar
halogens were ignored, and non-bonded interactions between
the substituents at the a carbon \,liere ignored although the
distance between them changies significantly as the bond
angles are changed" Also the geometry of the ring was kept
constant although there is evidence that it is sometimes
d.istorted by steric effects . (243 245) rt appears that
inclusion of some of these could perhaps change the calculated
barrier shape. For instance, including electrostatic interactions would probably raise the energy of. 2 relative to 3,
and allowing the ortho substituents to move out. of the
plane of the.ring would undoubtedly lower the energy of 3;
both these effects would tend to bring the barrier shape
closer to that given by Barberls calculations"
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Which then is the correct barrier shape? The

calculaLions suggest strongly, but not conclusively, that
the shape predicted by Ernst is the correct one" Far
infra-red measurements on these compounds could perhaps
show which is right by giving the shape of the potential
well. Recent studies(246) on a number of compounds with
only one o -halogen substituent may solve the problem. The

barriers to rotation in 6, 7 , and I have been measured
and compared. to the barriers in 9, Q47) 10 and. 11. (Measurements on and results for compounds 10 and 11 are reported
C

6: X =C[
c H2x

7

X=Br

B:

X=I

9:X=C[
10:X=Br
11

V-T

in Chapter IV) " There is strong evidence that the ground
state conformations of 6, 7 , and B have the C-X bond perpendicular to the plane of the ring(248) (structure L2),
while the transition state undoubtedlv is that ,.:-:,.;
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conformation in which the C-X bond eclípses a ring C-Cl
bond (19¡" ff Barber¡s calculations are correct, the

rotational barriers for compounds 6, 7 and I should be
about the same as lor 9, 10, and 1l respectively. But
Ernstrs calculations indicate the barriers f.or 6,7, and
B should be lower than those for the analogous disubstituted.
compounds" Experimentally the rotational barriers tor G,
7, and 8 are only N to 2/3 as high as the barriers for
9, 10 and 11 respectively"
The available experimental evidence suggests
that the barrier shape given by Ernst's calculations,
figure 2, is probably correct. rn calculating the activation
parameters for the internal rotations examined in this work,
a transmission coeffici-ent of t has therefore been used.
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CHAPTER

IV

PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDIES OF HINDERED

ïNTERNAL ROTATION TN

o,a,2

6-TETRAHAIOTOLUENE

DERÏVATTVES

1.

Introduction
The hindered rotat.ion of the dichloromethyl group

in a,a,2 r4 r6-pentachlorotol-uene (eCr¡ has been studied in
Cetail using high resolution n.m.r. lineshape analysis. (56,
247) At -40oc the proton resonance of pcr in toluene-d.,
solution consisted of an AB spectrum for the ring protons
and a doubl-et (J=0" 52 Hz) for the dichloromethyl proton. The
peaks of the ríng proton resonating at lower field \,vere
split by 0"52 Hz" This is consistent with a locked conformation 14. Above 70o c the ring protons \^/ere isochronous

CI

14

due to rapid rotation of the dichloromethyl group,

coupled to

and were

* by 0"30 Hz" At intermediate temperatures the
ring proton peaks were broadened as the dichloromethyl group
rotation interchanged the sites of these protons"
Using the density matrix formalism d.escribed in
chapter rrr, a computer program designated ABXFTT was writ.ten
H
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to calculate the lineshape of the AB part of an ABX spectrum
in which sites A and B undergo mutual exchange. (30 ' 247)
This program was used to determine preexchange lifetimes at
different temperatures for PCT in toluene-do and methylcyclohexane sorution s. (247 ' 249)

At -34o C i-n carbon disulfide solution the n.m.r.
spectrum of PCT corresponded to a t.ightly coupled ABC
l?o 55ì
spectrum. ''-' - r"t ABXFTT is not applicable to the lineshape
analysis of such a spin systemr so it was necessary to use
the program DNMR, (5I' 53) devised by Binsch, to study the
rate process. The activation parameters for the ínternal
rotation in PCT in this solvent compared favorably with the
results obtaíned in the previous study"
The barrier to internal rotation in pCT appears
to be caused by increased steric crowding between the a
and ort.ho subst.ituents in the transition state relative to
the ground state molecular conformations" In order t.o gain
further insight inLo the origin of the barrier and to examine
the relative steric interactions between various halogen
substituents in the a and ortho positions, the hindered
rotation of the dihalomethyl group about the =p2-"p3
carbon-carbon single bond. in q¡cr-difluoro-2,6-dichlorotoluene (DFDCT) , cr, o,-d.ibromo-2 ,4 ,6-Lrichlorotoluene (DBTCT) ,
a, cx-diiodo-2,6-dichlorotoluene (DIDCT), s, o-dichloro2

r4 16-tribromotoluene (DCTBT), and a, u r214 r6-pentabromotoluene

(PBT) has been

studied" The n.m.T. spectra of these

compounds
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change with temperature in

a

manner

similar to that described

above for PCT as rotation of the dihalomethyl group con-

verts 15 to its mirror

-'X

imaqe

isomer, a process accompanied

DFDCT: X=F,Y =CL,Z=Hc
DBTCT: X= Br,Y=Z=Cl
DI DCT : X=l,Y=CL ,Z=Hc
DCTBT:X=CL,Y=Z= Br

Z

PBT: X=Y=Z=Br

15

by the exchange of sites A and B. Whenever it was applicable
the computer program ABXFTT (30 '247) was used to determine
the preexchange lifetimes. For the analysis of the exchange
in cases where ABXFIT could not be applied, DN¡¿n (51 ' 53 ) was
used.

As weIl, the activation parameters are compared with

the results of barrier heights calculated by Ernst's method
(223\
for t.he com'oounds where the results of such calculations
are available"
2" Experimental
(a) Preparation of compounds
(i )

DFDCT

Following the method of Smith et, al ,(250 ' 25L)
4"L0 g of sulfur tetrafluoride, handled in a metal vacuum
system, lvas condensed inLo a 75 cc sLainless steel reactíon
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vessel containing 2"75 gof 2r6-dichlorobenzaldehyde and
0"33 gof boron trifluoride catalyst" This mixture was
reacted at L2Oo g:for about twelve hours. A yeÌlow oil
recovered from the reaction was distilled
under reduced pressure and the distillate
magnesium

liquid

sulfate"

at room temperature
was dried over
The product was a clear colorless

"

(ii)

DBrcr

2,4,6-trichlorotoluene (prepared as described previousry(241¡, \^/as treated in a quartz frask with
an excess of bromine at 150 to 22oo c under uttraviolet
radiation for three days" The reaction mixture was extracted
with ether" The solut.ion was then filtered, washed successively
with sodium hydrogen sulfite and water, dried over magnesium
sulfate, and the sorvent was evaporated. The product was
a yellow-brown oil containing about B0? DBTCT and 2oz
a-bromo-2,4 rG-trichrorotoLuene. Repeated attempts to purify

the product by distillation under reduced pressure, thin
layer chromatography, dry column chromatography, and
recrystal-lization \^/ere unsuccessful.

(iii)

DrDCr

Ten g of 2,6-dJ.c1nlorolenzaldehyd.e and

of hydrazine hydrat.e in 50 mr of carbon tetrachloride
were refluxed for 1% hours. On cooling, white needle-like
crystals precipitated out" 50ml of water was added and the
20 ml
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mixture was filtered" The needles were then washed with
water, dried by suction, and added to 30m1 of carbon

tetrachloride and 70 ml- of triethylamine. On addition of
25,gof iodine in ether, a gas rapidly evolved from the
mi-xture. When the reaction appeared to have ceased the
solution was washed successively with 100 ml volumes of
Seo aqueous sodium sulfate, 3 N hydrochloric acid , 5Z agueous
potassium carbonaLe, and water" It was then dried over
potassium carbonate and filtered"
The solvent was boiled
off, Ieaving a red oil which was extracted twice with 50 mt
portions of absolute ethanol" The product was a brown
powder.

1iv)

DCTBT

A mixture of 2,4,6-tribromotoluene (20 g)

and phosphorous pentachloride (0.2 g) in a 50 ml flask

(pyrex) was heated with a small flarne into a melt" The
mixture was then irradiated with ultraviolet líght. while
a stream of chlorine gas was bubbling into the mixture
through a gas dispersing tube" The progress of chlorínation
followed by observing the disappearance of the proton
resonance peaks at 7"5 t and 5"7 r corresponding to the methyl
and the monochloromethyl groups, respectively" The product was then distilled under reduced pressure to give

\^/as

, identified by analysis and by comparing the
p"m"r" and j-nfrared spectra with those of an authentic
PCT (14 " 5 g)

5B

sample prepared by chlorination of 2,4,6-trichlorotoluene"
The residue (3 g) \^/as transferred to a microdistillat.ion

flask and another portion of the PCT (1"8 g) was distilled
ouL. The residue was then purified by extensive thin-layer
chromatography on silica and DCTBT was isolated' slightly
contaminated with PCT"
(v) PBT
,6-tr j-bromotoluene (prepared by f ollowing
Lock and Schreckender (252) ) was treated in a quartz flask
2

,4

with a large excess of bromine at 2OO to 25Oo C under ultraviolet radiation for six days" The reaction mixture was
extracted with et.her" The solution was then filtered, washed
successively with aqueous sodium hydrogen sulfite and water,
dried over maginesium sulfate, and the solvent was evaported"
The residue was dissolved in petroleum ether and stored at
-20o C. A brown oil which separated was discard.ed, and- the
petroleum ether was evaporated" The product was a yeIlow
oil. The p"m"r" spectrum at room temperatures displayed
the expected ABX pattern and a number of impurity peaks"
Repeated. attempts to purify the product by distillation
under reduced. pressure, thin layer chromatography, and dry
column chromatography failed to reduce the intensities of
the impurity peaks significantly"
(b) N"m"r" sampl-es
Spectra \,vere obtained for all samples as dilute

solutions in a suitable solvent"

The choice of solvent
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r,r/as

governed by the sample solubility

and the temperature

range over which the solvent remained a non-viscous liquid"

A small amount of either tetramethysilane (TMS) or hexamethyldisilane was added. to each sample to serve as an

internal lock and. reference signal" All samples except
the DIDCT \^iere carefully degassed by the freeze-pump-thaw
technique and were then sealed in high quality thin-walled
n.m.r. tubes. (DIDCT decomposed fairly rapidly at temperatures
over about 1000 C and. the sample was therefore not sealed
for safety¡s sake)" Table 1 describes the composition of
each

sampl-e

(c) N.m"r" spectra
All n"m"r" spectra v¡ere recorded on an HA-100-D
spectrometer operating in the frequency sweep mode at a
sweep rate of either 0"02 or 0.05 Hz/s" Great care \^/as
taken to avoid 1j-neshape disortions d.ue to saturation
effects or excessive filtering of the d"c" signal" The
spectra \^/ere repeated.ly calibrated by readíng oscillator
frequencies" The homogeneity of the external magnetic
field was monítored by the appearance of the methine
proton peaks, whose wid.ths are independ.ent of the pre(247 )
exchange lif et.ime s.
(d) Temperature measurement
Before and after each spectrum was recorded,
a calibrated. iron-constantan thermocouple was placed in a
dummy n.m.r. tube containing the same solvent as Lhat used
for the sample sol-ution" This was inserted inLo the
regulating nj-trogen gas stream in the probe, in the
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TABLE

1

Composition of the n"m"r. samples discussed in this chapter"
Concen-

tration
Com- (Mole
pound Z) Solvent
DFDCT

DBTCT

DIDCT
DCTBT
PBT

2.5
10
7
4
10

toluene-d,

Tnternal Reference

methycyclohexane

tetramethylsilane
tetramethylsilane

L,2,3-tichloropropane

hexamethyldisilane

toluene-d,

tetramethylsilane

perchlorobutadiene

hexamethyldisilane
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sample position"

The temperature was regulated by

a

proportional controller" Aft.er a time sufficient for
the dummy sample to reach thermal equilibrium, the temperature
was measured. If the temperatures measured before and after
recording the spectrum d.iffered by more than 10 Crthat
spectrum was discard.ed" On changing the depth which was
reached by the thermocouple in the dummy sample, temperature
gradients near the receiver coil \^rere shown to be negligible"
Absolute temperatures measured. in this manner are
believed to be accurate to + 10 Cand relative temperatures
to + o.5o c.
(e) Det,ermination of preexchange lifetimes
V6040

lifetimes were extracted. from the
exchange-broadened spectra of DBTCT, DCTBT, and PBT by
matching the experimental spectra wit.h spectra calculated
using the computer program ABXFïT(30' 247) This program
takes as input parameters the preexchange lifetime t , the
effective linewidth parameter T' the values for the coupli-ng
constants J, and Lhe internal chemical shift between sites
A and B as well as various scaling factors" The calculated
lj-neshapes are independent of the resonance frequency of
Hx" ABXFIT gives as outpuL the positions of the maxima
and mínima, peak heights, half -height linewidt,hs, and
overlap heights and widths " These parameters \^iere matched
to each experimental spectrum to determine the calculated
spectrum giving the best fit"
As a final checl< the
Preexchangie
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calculated spectrum was plotted and the complete calculated
lineshape was compared to the experimental one. values
for r obtained in this \,vay are accurate to better than
+ 6Z in most cases.
A number of intense sharp lines due to impurities
occurred in the spectra of DBTCT and pBT. since their
presence affected the shape of the exchange-broadened n"m.r.
signal the plotting routine for ABXFIT was modified to include
them" The simulated spectra, íncluding the peaks arising
from the impuritj-es, were then f itt,ed to the experimental
spectra as d.escribed above.
Since the program requires values for Ty the
J's, and the internal chemicar shift it was necessary to
determine the values for these parameters at each temperature.
T2 values

determined at every temperature from the
linewidth of the methine proton resonance. To determine the
r¿vere

values of the coupling constants and chemical shifts in the
temperature region where the rines \^iere broadened, it was
necessary to obtaj-n and analyze a number of spectra in the
temperature region bel-ow which line broadening was evident.
The values for the shífts and coupling constants in the

temperature region where the lines were broadened by exchange were then obtained by extrapolation.
The lineshape analysis for DIDCT was d.one by
matciring complete spectral lineshapes, calculated by the
computer program

DNMR,

(51, 53) to
the experimental spectra.
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This program requires the relative values of all the
chemical shifts as well as values for r, T2, and the
couplj-ng constants" Just as for the other compounds,
T2 values were obtained at each temperature from the
linewidth of the methine resonance, and the temperature
dependence of the coupling constants and chemical shifts
\,\ras

obtained from 1ow temperaÈure spectra.
(f )

Det.ermination of activation parameters

For each compound AGf was calculated using
equation (3) with values for the raLe constant k(=L/ù
obtained by the lineshape analysis described above at
one or more t.emperatures as close as possible to t.he
coalescence temperature for that compound" (rhe lineshape

is most sensítive to changes in r in this region). The
linearized relative statistical error in ¡Gf, o¡Gt, was
obtained from equation (35), where oO and o, are the
standard deviations of the rate constant and temr¡erature
respectively.

-r\'=ftnlkÞr\-ì-2, ,2 .' \2
rst I
l1ry_l
L\r,t/J\o/
\0"' I
\r/
/,.,

I

f3)-.("'l

(3s)

Using the computer program ACTPAR(5s¡* values

for nHt rAgt rE., and. 1og A were extracted from the temperature dependence of the rate constants for DCTBT and pBT.
A listing of this program \¡/as provided by Dr" G" Binsch.
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This program takes as input the temperatures and corresponding rate constants for the exchangie as well as the
standard devi-ations of these quantities. The calculation
of the activation parameters is based on equations (4) and
(5) " An explicit error propagation calculation is performed based on Deming's method Q54) in which the weighted
sum of squai:es of the x and y resi-duals is minimized.. The
output consists of the activation parameters Listed above
and their corresponding standard errors.
The standard deviat.ion of the temperature \iüas
taken as 0.5o for all points. The procedure for determining
the standard deviation of the rate constant for each point
is best described by the following example. For pBT, the
experimental spectra obtained at 860 c could be adequately
matched by all specLra carculated with r values in the
range 0"068 sec to 0"074 sec. This corresponds to k ranging
from 13.5 =".-1 to L4.7
"."-1. Hence k = 14.1 "..-1 and
the standard deviation of k was taken as 0.6
=..-1.
3

" Result.s
(á)

ctral paramqters at. 1ow and hiqh exchange rates.
The programs LAoCooN3 (255) and

LAME

Q56) were

used to extract t,he chemical shifts and coupling constants
from the n"m.r. spectra which showed no evidence of line
broadening caused by internal rotatíon.

For each of DBTCT,
DrDcT, DCTBT, and PBT a number of spectra obtained in the
region of slow exchangie (when the mean lifetime before
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of conformation:15.or its"mirror image is long) were
carefully analyzed. The resurts of the spectral analysis
at a representative temperature for each of these compounds
is given in table 2" Since the compounds show exchang-e
effects over different temperature ranges the temperatures
ín table 2 are not equal" The labellíng of the protons
corresponds to that shown for 15. The corresponding spectra
are shown in figures 3 to 6"
For the above mentioned. compounds instrumental
limitations made it impossibre to obtain high quality spectra
in the temperature regions of fast exchange. However DFDCT
exhibits an n.m.r" spectrum corresponding to fast exchange
between 15 and it.s mirror image at temperatures as low as
-1000 c, the practical low temperature limit of the spectrometer used" The spectrum of this compound in toluene-d,
was not fu1ly analyzed" Ho\,rever the results of the analysis
of the spectrum of a 7 mole ? sol-ution in benzene-du obtained
at. 32o c Q57 ') are given in table 3. The spectral parameters
of the toluene-d, solut.ion appear to be quite similar.
(b) Temperature dependence of the spectral parameÈers
exchange

(i)

DFDCT

Since the temperature region where the

nr.m"r. spectra of this compound show that rine broadening
caused by exchange could not be reached, the temperature
dependence

of the spectral paramet.ers was not investiqated.
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TABLE

2

Proton chemical shifts* and coupling constants** for the
spectra of the samples (composition given in Table 1) at
the temperatures given. Errors are the r.m.s. errors
from the computer analyses.

DBTCT

DTDCT

DCTBT

PBT

50 " 6
10 " 0
r(oc) 17.1
32 .4
uA 731" 913 (0.00s) 731.28s (0" 00s) 687 "L62 (0" 002) tt2"446 (0" 005)
',8 71-9"1-90 (0.005) 7L5.282 (0"006) 665.825(0"002) 757.236(0"00s)
.C

\l

702.426 (0 " 006)
738"234 (0"00s) 726"009 (0.005) 726"699 (0 "002) 737 "263(0"005)
-

ux
Jae

2"L40(0"007) L"268(0"007) 2"16s(0"002) r"998(0.007)
8"096(0.008)
B"LL2(0"007) -

J_^
.tsìu
"Bc

Jax 0.s40(0"007) 0.532(0"007) 0"52r(0"002) 0.s00(0.007)
Jex -0.009 (0" 007) -0"020 (0" 007) -0" 001 (o .at2) -0" 003 (0" 007)
-

-0.044(0"007)

"cx
f . m.rS"

erlîoJâ"
1áa:99sË.
error
lines
assigned

0"

007

0. 0I5
L2

0"011
0

.022
32

0"

0024

0"004

I2

0"007
0"012

I2

* fn Hz downfield from the internal reference (Table 1) at
100

MHz"

** I-n Hz.

Figure 3. The proton magnetic resonance spectrum at.
100 MHz of a lQ mole ? solution of DBTCT in methylcyclohexane at 17.10'c. Shifts are given in p.p.m. to-loí,v field
of internal tetramethylsilane. The peak assignment is
given with respect to 15 in the text" Impurity peaks are
ttxtt.

marked

þfi*
t\

?"3ffi3

TJ

F4p

rum

??1e
d oqod ö\/

?"lg?

Figure 4" The proton magnetic resonance spectrum at
100 MHz of a 7 mole ? solution of DIDCT in I,2,3trichloropropane at 50.60 C. Shifts are givån'in Hz
to low field of internal hexamethyldisilane"

lt

731.29

726A1

I

715.28

I

70243

Figure 5" The proton magnetic resonance spectrum at
100 MHz of a solution (less than 4 mole ?) of DCTBT in
toluene-do at 10.0" C. Shifts are given in p.p.m, to
low field"of internal tetramethylsilane. The peak
assignment is given with respecl to 15 in the Lext.
Impurity peaks are marked "x".

I

7,267

6.872

6.658

Figure 6 " The proton magnetic resonance spectrum at
100 MHz^of a 10 mole % solution of PBT in perchlorobutadiene
at 32.40 C. Shifts are given in p.p"m" to low field of
internal hexamethyldisilane. The peak assignment is given
with
respect to 15 in the text. Impurity peaks are marked
ttxtt.

¡

I

W2{*

7.572

7.373

7L

TABLE

3

Proton chemical shifts* and coupling constants** for the
spectrum of a 7 mole % solution of DFDCT in benzene-d'

rL

3zoc.

v

7

X

uc

Jx¡'

52"996 (0" 004)

JXA,XB

0"24L(0"003)
-0"010(0"004)
1"061(o.oo4)
-L"250 (0.00s)
8.L25 (0.003)

B

Jxc
JFA,FB

J¡'c
Jac

rBc

r "m" s. error

=
largest error
=
transitions assigned =

*

)

678.027(0"003)
650"709(0"003)

uA,

**

06 "282 (0 " 003

0. 0153
0"034
90

fn Hz downfiel-d from internal tetramethysilane at 100 MHz "
In Hz"
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(ii )

DBrcr

The chemical shift between sites A and

B

was found to be 0.L272 p"p"m. at all temperatures from

-g.7 to 32.40 C. This value was used for fitting the
calculated spectra to the experimental spectra. The
coupling constants were independent of the temperature.

(iii)

DrDCr

the coupling constants
díd not change. Relative to the chemical shift of Ha, the
shift of H,
was constant ("1600 p.p"m"). The shifts
þ
of H_
and H relative to H varied in a non-linear fashion
cxa
with temperature. However, since the resonances of these
protons remained sharp, it \^ias possible to d.etermine their
chemical shifts throughout the region of exchange broadening"
(The two inner lines of the H" resonance did collapse to
one Line; but since their maximum separation is only about
0.4 Hz, the line broadening is slight)"
Between 33 and 50.60 C

1iv)

DCTBT

Table 4 gives the spectral parameters in

the region of slow exchangie at six temperatures from 10
to 35o C. Figure 7 displays the plot of the internal shift
of Ha.(fand H- vs" temperature in this region. The least
squares equations representing this dependence are:
shifr of H^ = 0 "2489 r (oc) + 684.6I Hz (36)
shift of HO = 0.2945 T(oc) + 662.80 Hz (32¡
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TABLE

4

and proton-proton coupling constants of
in toluene-d, soluLion belween to uäa séoc.

The chemical shifts
DCTBT

Temperature
(oc)

Chemical shift*
ÏT
--x

lt

--B

Coupling constants (Hz)
jae
Jax
Jex

u

A

10

7

"267

6.872

6"6s8

2

"l-65

0

15

7

"27L

6 " BB3

6"672

2

"L67

0.536

-0 " 001

20

7

"276

6.895

6"886

2"151

0"544

-0"001

25

7

"zBL

6

6.7 02

2

"I97

0.553

-0.

2B

7

"283

6.915

6

"7TL

2

"r73

0"556

-0 " 001

35

7

"290

6"

933

6

"73L

2

"L7T

0"539

-0 " 001

"909

"52L

-0.

001

002

* In p.p"m" to low field from internal tetramethylsilane"

Figure 7 " The internal chemical shifts , ín Hz, of the ring
protons of
DCTBT, as a dilute solution in toluene-d^, is
Õ'
plotted vs. temperature between 10 and 35o C.
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an(l

internal shift in Hz = 2t.Bt

0.0456 T(oc) (¡s)

where the shifts are to low field of internal tetramethyl-

silane" These equations were used to calculate the internal
ring proton shift in the presence of exchange at each of
18 temperatures from 40 to 74o C.
The coupling constants varied irregularly
with temperature to a slight extent. Average values of
r
r
-*'i Þ^. obtained from the data in table 4 were
"AB' "AX' a¿lu J^-,
used in the calculations of the lineshapes at, all temperatures
in the region of exchange"
(v) PBr
The coupling constants \^rere independent of

the temperature" The internal shift between H, and. HO
\¡¡as 0.1521 p.p.m. between 18"9 and 42.go Crand this value
hias used to analyze the exchange broad.ened spectra"
(c) Proton resonance spectra under conditions of exchange.
(i )

DFDCT

As mentioned above, even at the low t,em-

perature limit of the n.m.r. spectrometer the spect,ra of
DFDCT showed no evidence of exchange broadening" Hence
only an upper limit to the preexchange lifetime could be
obtained.

"

(ii)

DBrCr

Coalescence of the H, and HO signals of
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DBTcr occurred

at about 75o c. preexchange lifetimes were
determined at 72.6 and e2.6o c in order to calcuiate AGt.
Figure B shows the calculated and experimental spectra
and tabre 5 includes the preexchange lifetimes at these
two temperatures" The two values for r at each temperature represent the limits of r which gave a reasonable
fit of calculated to experimental lineshapes.

(iii)

DrDCr

Coalescence of the H, and HO signals oc-

curred above lzoo c. However DrDcT decomposed quite rapidly
at temperatures above approximately 1l-oo c so it was noÈ
possible to obtaín spectra above the coalescence temperature.
Exchange broadened spectra \^iere obtained

at

93.3

, ros.7

|

and 1t7.oo c.

The spectrum at trTo c shows a considerable
amount of decomposítion products, the peaks of whj_ch inter-

fered with the lineshape of the DÏDCT spectrum. spectra
simulated using DNMR were fit to all three experimental
spectra. These spectra are shown in figure 9 and. the
preexchange lifetimes are listed in table 5.
(iv) DCTBT
The residual proton resonance of the solvent

interfered with the low field. ring proton resonance (H_)
so that only the line shapes of the high field ring proton
peaks (Hb) could be reliably measured (a very small amount
of PCT did not overlap with sÍgnals of interest between
40 and 74o c. No other suitable solvent was found
,

Figure B " Cal-culated. and experimental_ resonar¡ce spectra
of Lhe ring protons of DBTCT in methylcyclohexane sol-ution.
The preexchange lifetimes and temperatures are shown" The
sharp peaks are d.ue to impurities "

T=0.0585 s

T=72.6"

il

r illq
\.-

,_-)v
-

------/t---/

T=0.0285 s

T= 82.6'C

7B

TABLE

5

Preexchange lifetimes, r ¡ from fitted spectra
compounds studied at various temperatures.

Compound

Temperature (ox)

for the

r (sec)

DFDCT

l-73

DBTCT

345. B
355"8

0"055-0"062
0.027-0"030

DTDCT

366
378
390

0 " 42-0 .48
0 "L4-0 " 18

DCTBT

<

"5

"9
"2

313 " 2

315"2
3l-7 "2

3L9.2

32l- "2

323"2
.2
327.2
325

0.077-0"10
0" 4825-0 "5225
0.4050-0 "4L25

0. 28 0-0 " 305
0 "265-0 "295
0.1900-0 "2025

1725-0.1950
0"170-0"175
0"

"I275-0.ls00

0
0"

329 "2

33L.2

1125-0.1175
0.110-0.1125

333 "2

0" 08375-0" 0839

337 "2
339 .2

0"067
0"056
0. 048-0 " 049
0 " 048-0. 049
0 " 0375-0. 0400
0 " 0350-0. 0375

335"2
34L"2
343 "2
345 "2

347.2

PBT

0. 004

328"0
329 "9
340"1
349"4
359"2
367 "4
373 "2

376"9
39r "2
399 "L

0.079-0.080

0"95-1"25
0.65-0"85
0"32-0"35

0"140-0"160
0"068-0"074
0 " 040-0. 043
0.025-0 " 027

0. 0182-0 " 01BB
0. 0069-0.0073

0"0043-0"0046

Figure 9 " cal-culated and experimental_ spectra of DÏDCT in
7,2 13-trichloropropane solution, with ¡:rãexchange lifetimes
and temperatures shown" rmpurity peakË,
due mainly to
decomposition products, are marked-bv '*,,,
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before an n"m.r. tube containing the entire sample of
DCTBT exploded while being heated). Spectra v/ere recorded at
20 C' intervals between 40 and 74o C and the fitting procedure was applied to the Hr- resonance of these spectra,
coalescence of the spectrar peaks from H, and Ho occurred

at about B0o c.
The preexchange lifetimes are listed in

table 5" Because of the experimental d.ifficulties
mentioned, r varies only between 0"50 and 0"036 sec,
factor of 14.
(v) PBr

a

Preexchange lifetimes for pBT were obtained
at ten temperatures from 54"8 to i-25.go Cr ,changingrby a

factor of 250t and are listed in table 5" As before,
the two values for r at each temperature are the l-imits
of r which gave reasonable fits to the experimentar lineshapes. some representative calculated and experimental
spectra are shown in figure 10" coalescence of the signars
from H, and Ho occurred at about 9Bo c. Above 126o c t,he
magnetic field homogeneity decreased to such an extent
that really accurate fitting of calcurated to experimental
spectra was not possible"
(d) Experimental activation parameters
Using the rate data in table S, plots of ln k
and Ln(k/T) vs " L/T were prepared for DCTBT and pBT and.

Figure 10" some representative experimental and calculated
spectra of the ring protons of PBT in perchlorobutad.iene
solution at various temperatures and preexchange lifetimes.
The sharp peaks are due to impurities"

T ('K)
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and Ea, 1og A, AHt, and ASt were found using the computer
program ACTPAR. Figures 11 and 12 display t.he Eyring plots

for these compounds" For all the compounds, including
PCT, AG' was found as described in section 2 (t) of Lhis
chapter using the rate data in table 5" The resulting
experimental activation parameters are given j_n table 6.
The values of E., log A, aHt, and
for pCT, which are
^St
included for comparison, are the results obtained usincr
as imput for the program ACTPAR the rate d.ata for al_l
three solutions of this compound that were studied"
(e) Calculated barrier heights*
Using the method described in section 3 (c) of
chapter rrr, semiempirical potential energy calculations
have been performed on PcT, DBTCT, DcrBT, and pBT. The
results are given in tabte 6. The contributions Enb,
E-,
ru and Eo to the conformational strain energy E, the
energy relative to the most stable conformation Erel,
and the most important geometrical data are given in
table 7 as functions of the angle of rotation 0 (ó: 0 is
the conformation having H* in the plane of the ring).
The angles d,B, and y are defined in 16" Calculations
r¡/ere not performed on DFDCT or DTDCT because values for
the bending force constants of the angles at the cHF2
f

* These calculat.ions \^/ere done in L970/7L at the
University of Heidelberg by L" Ernst" cf. ref.223,239

Figure 11" A plot of 1o9(k/T) vs l/T^for DBTCT in
toluene-do solution between 40 and 74"C" The error bars
in log(k/t) indicated for the highest and lowest Ëemperatures are typical buL many are smaller" The derived
parameters are given in the text"
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Figure 12" A plot of ln(k/T) vs " L/T for pBT in
perchlorobutadiene solution between
54"8 and 125.9oc.
The derived parameters are given in the text"
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TABLE

6

Activation parameters and semiempirical barriers for internal rotation in
u,u',2, 6-pentahalotoluene derivatives

Compound

ts: f k>t

/m^tât

"

+++^barrier
¡nr (kcal/mole)

logA

calculated
aSr

1eu/mole) ¡cl (tcal,/mole) r tlxl

DFDCT
2 4'1

PCl*-''

14. 56+0. 50

1,

Iq+fl

oa

ì? O?¿r\

Cô

-4. t+L. t

DBTCT

DIDCT

DCTBT

I6.33+0.42

PBT

19. 85+0. 22

ref 247 used
obtained from

combined

"

'ì ì

K

'1

C.L^

28 15. 6B+0.42
13 L9.I3+0.22

-u.4fu.b

(rcat-lmole)

/A^

173

15.33+0.05

?nn

q

13.2

18.39+0.05
18.44F0.05

2/(

O

355.

L6.2

B

21.02+0.

0B

¿v. tolu.

LL

21.16+0.11

366.5
378.9
390.2

18.14+0.

5+t.¿

16.35

373.2

'to

05

19.30+0.05

I

.(¡

= L/22 the val-ues given here use K: 1: the values are
treatment using the data from the three solutions

ACTPAR

"

I

B6

TABLE

7

Results of conformational energy calculations on PCT, DBTCT,
PBT. For definitions of s1'mbo1s see 16 and text.

DCTBT, and
1

I

E

^t

E1

El

0"08
0 "22
0. s5
0. B4

0"90
3.53
6"91
7"55

0"15
"86
I0 " 92
13 " 41

L0 "77
13 "26

0.08
"20
0"55
1" 02

0"99
4"58
9 .07
9"95

-0.06
5.67
12 "7 B
L6 "14

0"00
5"73
L2.84
L6 "20

0.08

1" 51

0

4"86
8.77
9 "77

L.46
7.08
14 "25
t7. 81

L- -U

PCT:
U

30
60
90

1"510
1"520
1.535
1"545

l-23
j,29

]-24
L22
L22
130

133
130

X=Y=Cl
111 -0 B3
115 1"" 11
LL7 3 "46
LL7 5. 01

DBTCT: X =
0

30
60
90

1. 510
1"520
1.535
1.550

T24
L22
r23
131

L23 LL2
L29 TI7
I34 119
131 119

DCTBT:
0

30
60
90

1"510
1. 520

1.540
1. 550

T25
t23
L24
r32

U

1"515
1.530
1"545
1. 55s

l-25
l-23
L24
133

=

I25 LI2
131 116
135 118
L32 118
PBT:

30
60
90

X

125
13r_

135
133

Ël
!

o

4

rer

0.00
4.7L

tlrY=Btr
-r "t4
0"87
3 "L7
5.18

0

€Í, Y = .ÇJ
-0"13

2. 00

4.80
7"03

X=Y=Br
rL2 -0"44
LL1 2.13
120 5"11
L20 7 "23

"22

0.69

r"02

0 " 14
I"46
0"42 5.33
0"84 10.35
L"2L L2"4L

1"16
7"BB
16"30
20.84

0.00
5

"62

t2 "79
16.3s

0"00
6"72
15"14
L9 " 68

B7

Ha
X

16

and CHI2 groups were not avaiLable.

" Discussion
(a) Epeqtsql palameters at high and 1ow exchange rates
The spectra of DBTCT, DIDCT, DCTBT, and pBT in the
temperature region where exchangie ís slow can be interpreted
in terms of 15. The ccupling between H, and H*, about 0"5 Hz
(see table 2), is similar to that found for hydroxyl, (258)
amino,(259) and aldehydic(260) protons situated in bonds
whose stereochemicar relationship to a meta c-H bond is
defined by 15. The coupling between Ho and H* is less than
0"lrIiz, indicating that the stereospecific coupling to the
meta proton follows the zlg-zag rule . (26L) ,or DFDcr (see
table 3) at 32o'c the mean lifetime before rotation of l-5
is short, and. JAX = JBX: 0.24 Hz, the value expected for
an averaged coupling to H. and. Ho" Furthermore, in DFDCT
and DÏDCT no significant coupling between H. and H* is
evident at either high or low exchange rates. This evidence
taken together indicates that the sidechain c-H bond flips
4

BB

between two equivalent planar conformations, 15 and its

mirror image, and the time required for this flip is short

to the

lifetime in the planar form.
The low-fie1d chemical shift of x in all these
compounds is probably caused mainly by perturbations arising
from time-dependent electric fields originating in the
p::oximaüe c-Y bond. in the ring Q62) (the H*---ortho-halogen
distance is less than the sum of their van der Vüaals radii
in these compounds), combined with the diamagnetic effect
of the aromatic ring on the shift of a coplanar proton"
The deshielding of Hu. relative to HO arises because of
steric interactions between the C-Y bonds of the ring and
the C-X bonds of the dihalomethyl group" This causes a
larger steric interaction to occur at H. with the neighbouring C-Y bond than occurs at HO" The deshielding is
similar to the deshielding of ring protons caused by
ortho-ortho ínteractions in 1,2-dihalobenzenes.Q63 265)
In order to compare the shifts of the various
proLons in the different compounds the following correctíons
vrere made Lo the values listed in table 2" The chemical
shifts of the protons in DIDCT and PBT were referenced to
tetramethylsilane by adding to Èhem 3"7 Hz, the chemical
shift of hexamethyldisilane downfield from tetramethyl(266\
silane.'---'
In order to compensate for the aromatic
solvent induced. shifL (267) of the toluene-d, solvent used.
in the study of DCTBT it was assumed that the aromatic
compared

mean
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solvent shifts each proton by the same amount as it shifts
the analogous proton in pcT. There is experimental evid.ence
indicating that this is probably a very good approximation.
(268 , 269)'
Then using the chemical shift values for pCT
in methylcyclohexane and toluene-d, solutions,(247) an
approximate shift for DcrBT in a non-aromatic solvent was
found. The resulting corrected chemical shifts are given
in table I " of course there will stirl be substantial
solvent, concentration, and temperature effects present
since the spectra of the compounds \^/ere not arl measured
at the same concentration in the same sol-vent at t.he same
temperature. only the most pronounced trends are expected
to be evident using this approximate approach.
No correction need be applied to the shifts of
the protons ín DÏDCT to account for the absence of a
substituent para to the diiodomethyl group, since it has
been shown that an isolated chlorine substituenL affects
the chemical shifts of the ortho protons very slightly.
(264 | 27 0)
The resonance frequency of H* does not appear

to be strongly dependent on the substituents. within
the series studied here there are steric and. electrostatic
substituent effects that would in general roughly tend
to oppose each other" For instance, the larger size of
the bromine atoms wourd produce a downfield shift of H*
in PBT relative to pcr, but the lower electroneqativitv
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TABLE

8

Approximate chemical shifts in Hz downfield from tetramethylsilane and corrected for aromatic solvent effects in the case

of

DCTBT.

shift of H^
shift of H,
clÐ.X

Compound
(247
PcT/c-H,
tL+ ^

)

shift of

728

717

736

DBTCT

732

7L9

738

DTDCT

735

7t9

730

764

746

743

776

76r

74r

DCTBT
PBT

(corrected)

H
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of bromine relative to chlorine has the opposite effect.
The chemical shifts of Hb in the compounds in
tabre B in non-aromatic solvents show clearly the increased
steric effect of the larger bromine ring substituents in
DCTBT and PBT. The Hb resonances in these compounds are
shifted significantly to low fierd rerative to the compounds having chlorine ring substituents.
The chemical shifts of Hu. show a similar effect,
but there appears to be a dependence on t.he o substituents
as well. The series PCT, DBTCT, and DrDcT shows evidence
of a downfield trend in the resonance frequency of H, as
the chlorine is replaced by bromine, and bromine by iodine.
This no doubt reflects the larger steric interactions
occurri-ng with the ortho chloríne, forcing it into croser
proximity to H- as the size of the d substituent is increased.
A similar downfiel-d shift occurs between DcrBT and pBT.
(b) The activat.ion parameters
(i )

Errors

The errors in Er, log A, AHt, and ASf listed
in table 6 were obtained from an error propagation treatment as described above" Barring the presence of undetected
experimentar systemat.ic errors, these values are the true

errors in the activation parameters. But even small
systematic errors in the temperature, chemical shifts t ot
linewidth corrections, T, can have large effects on the
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accuracy of these activat.ion param.t"r= (65, 27L) (see also

next chapter), and the effect of such systematic errors
is larger the smaller the temperature range over which rate
data are obtained. (58) For the rate studies described here
the temperature measurements are believed to be accurate
and the method of determining T, probably introduces no
significant sysLematic error. However, since the temperature
dependence of the chemical shifts of the protons in each
compound was determined from spectra obtained over a somewhat. limited temperature range it is possible that a
systematic error has been introduced in the values of the
chemical shifts used to si-mulate the theoretical spectra.
An error of this origin is highly possible for
DBTcr since a significant temperature dependence of the
chemibal shifts of the protons in this compound was
observed" Furthermore, the limited. temperature range over
which the exchange was studied combined with the approximate
method of extracting the rate constants (see section 3 (c¡ (iv)
coul-d easily have introduced further errors" rt is suqgested that the errors given in table 6 for Err 1og A,
?+
AH',
and AS' for DCTBT should be multiplied by about 3
or 4 Lo get the Lrue errors.
The treatment of pBT was better in all respects
and the errors j-n table 6 probably give a reliable measure
of the accuracy of the activation parameters f.or the internal

)
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rotation in this compound. Because of the possibly inaccurate method of measuring the temperature ,(247 ) arr"
errors for the activation parameters for pcr are perhaps
slightly underestimated "
The logarithmic relationship which defines AGt
minimizes the effect of even fairly substantial errors
in the rate constant and temperature on errors in the
.t
value of AG' " This is clearly seen in the expression
for the linearized. relat.ive st,aListical error, equation
(3s¡ " The AGt val-ues in table 6 were carcur-ated from rate
constants determined by total lineshape analysis at
temperatures (given in the table) near the coalescence
temperatures of the respective compounds. fn this temperature
region the rate constants can be determined with high
precision since the line shape is least sensitj-ve to changes
in T"
and the site frequencies and is most sensitive to
¿
changes in the preexchange lifetime.
The result. is that
+
AG' can be determined with high accuracy.
(ii) Solvent effects and the effect of para
substj.tuents

The activation parameters for the internal

rotation in PCT have been shown to be insensitive to the
solvent. (56) Al=o, studies on DBTCT have shown that AGf
is the same in toluene-d, and methylcyclohexane solution s.
The activation parameters for internal rotation did. not
appear to be solvent dependent in d,¡ dt o.' , a' ,2,3,5,6-

Q72)
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octachloro-p-xylene, (273) although the uncertainties in their
values vüere large" Finally, the barrier heights for rotation

in a molecule similar to those described here are shown
in the next chapter to be independent of the solvent, except
that the barrier is lowered slightly in aromatic solvents.
(The reason this does not occur in the ordr 2,6-teLrahalo-

toluenes is díscussed in chapter V). Therefore the activat.ion
parameters for the compounds descrj-bed in this chapter can
be compared without correcting for different solvent effect.s.
The calculations of the potential energy barriers
showed that the presence of a substituent para to the rotating

dihalomethyl group has no effect on the barrier height . Q23)
Furthermore, the barrier to internal rotation in q,o
dibromo-2,í-d.íchlorotoluene is ident,ical to that in

DBTCT.

(27 4)

Thus it appears unlikely that the absence of a para
substituent has a significant effect on the height of the
barrier in DTDCT" The activation parameters listed in

table 6 can therefore be compared directly.
(iií) The Arrhenius parameters
, represents the
energy that a molecule must acquire in order to und.ergo
the internal rotation process. From the vaLues in table 6,
successive replacement of chlorine with bromine in the
s and ortho positions is accompanied by an increase in Er.
The fact that the van der lr7aals radius of bromine is substantially greater than that of chlorine (275) lends cred.ence
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to the argument that. the barriers arise from steric interactions between the cr and ortho substituents.
For a bimolecular reaction in which two reactant
molecules must col-tide in order for reaction to occur, the
frequency factor A is given by the colrision frequency
between the reactant molecures, multiplied perhaps by an
orientation or steric factor. (6) That is, A represents
the freguency at which the reactants move along the reaction
coordinate towards the energy maximum. only those collisions in which the reactants come together with energy
Ea, enough t.o reach the energy maximum, can lead to product
formation" By analogy it. seems reasonable to suggest that
for a hindered. internal rotation of the type studied here
the frequency factor is still the frequency at which Èhe
reactants move along the reaction coordinate towards the
energy maximum: in other words, A is twice the frequency
of libration in the potential weLl. For smarl harmonic
oscillations in a potential well of depth E, the librational
frequency is given by equation (30¡ (276) where r ís the
r

v-=1
I¡lA

tzl

(so¡

2rlI

vt

reduced moment of inertia of the groups joined. by the bond
about which rotation occurs. For pcr, DBTcr, and pBT the
reduced moments of inertia are about 2xI0-38, 5x10-38, and
)
6xl-0-?R gm cmrespectively, giving values for log A of !2.0,
r2.L, and. r2.o =".-1, in fair agreement with the experimental
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values. Furthermore, using the experimental values for
the preexponential factors, this simple theory indicates
that torsional modes for these molecules should be observed
in the far infrared ppecÈral region, a region where
torsional modes for a number of morecures have been observed . Q7 6)

Similar conclusions have been reached about the
meaning of the preexponential factor by Brot Q77) and by
\¿¿v¡' using more rigorous arguments. However,
Alger et al rr.10)
Brot based his arguments on Bauer's classical treatment
of hindered reorientational processes ,(278) and the devefopment of Alger et al was based on the absolute-reaction-rate
theory.

(iv)

The entropy of activation

BrotQTT) has a::gued that the entropy of
activation, ASf, has no intrinsic qualitative significance
in reorientational processes such as hindered int,ernal
rotation" other workers have generally taken a more positive
view and have rationalized experimental activation entropies

within the framework of the absclute-reaction-rate theory.
According to this t.heory, the activation entropy for an
internal rotation j-s the increase in entropy on going from
the ground state to the transition staLe conformation. For
the a ra ,2, 6-tetrahalogenated, toluenes , ÀS f i_s about
-3"5+3 eu/mole" of the various contríbutors to the entropy,

only the vibrational contribution is expected to

be
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significantly differenL in the two conformations of these
compounds" The transitj-on state suffers rarger steric
interactions in each case, resulting in a conformation
somewhat more rigid than the ground state conformation.
This results in a decrease in the vibrational freedom,
particularily in bending modes, of bonds in the vicinity
of the bond about which rotation occurs. The loss of
some vibrational freedom in the transition state conformation rational-izes the fact that the entropy of
activation is negative and small in maqnitude.
(v) The
"nth-lpy of rctir.tior The enthalpy of activation, Ad , increases
as chlorine is replaced by bromine in the series pcr, DBTCT,
,Í

PBT. aH?' is the experimental- potential energy barrier to the
internal rotationr so it is the quantity with which the
calculated barriers should be compared.. The data in table
6 show that the observed changes in aHt are reproduced by
the carculated barriers, and that the calculated. and experimental barriers differ by less than 6z in all cases.
The break-down of the results of the semiempirical

barri-er calculations given in table 7 shows that a considerable amount of bond. dístortion occurs even in the ground
state conformations, indicating that steric crowding i-s present.
As the angle of rotation, þ , increases, the
carbon"p2-=p3
carbon bond stre'*ches and the angles cy , ß, and y (see 16) open.

9B

The angle y is most distorted from its "natural', value of

IOg.47o in the transition state conformation. The ancrles

e and g reach their maximum deformations when the C-y bond
of the dihalomethyl group lies parallel to the aromatic ring"
At this point the distance between the ortho and. a substituents
is a minimum" The energy contributions given in table 7 suggest that a large part of the nonbond.ed repulsion is relieved
by this bond bending and stre'Lchi-ng "
Because of the possibility of large errors associated
with the determination of ¡ltt and ASt, it was felt that it.
was not worthwhile to carry out a complete careful temperature
study for the other compounds discussed in this chapter. Alsor
since the entropies of activation for the rotations of the
dihalomethyl groups in compounds of this sort all appear to
be rather similar (see table 6 and the data in the next
chapter), the AGt values should. parallel the ¡itf values.
trhe values of act can be determined with high accuracy, and
are sufficient for further discussion of the barriers to
internal rotation in these compounds.
(vi¡ The free energy of activation
The values for the free energy of
activation, aGl , listed in table 6 were ar-r obtai-ned near
the coalescence temperatures of the respective compounds.
Unfortunately, these temperatures are not equal; but by
serecting the value for the experi-mental raLe constant
obtained for each compound at a standard temperature
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(say 345o K), ¡Gt values can be obtained at a uniform
temperature" This has been done for pcr, DBTCT, DCTBT,

and

at temperatures within a few degrees of 3450 x. For
DTDCT, it has been assumed that Asl is smarr (no large
changes in AGt were observed between 366.5 and 390.20 K)
and the value of ¡Gf at 3450 K has been taken to be
2L-o+0"2 kcal/mole. An accurate estimate of ¿et for
DFDCT is not possible, but even at 3450 K AGt is probably
less than B kcal/more. The resulting AGt values are given
in table 9
PBT

"

The van der waaLs radii- of the halogens increase

in the order F<clcBr<f.(275) a" would be expected for
barriers originating in steric interacLions, the free
energy barrier heights in DFDCT, pcr, DBTcr, and DIDCT
increase in the same order. There is also evidence t.hat
the barriers in the ,s ro-d.ihalo-2r6-dibromotoluenes show
the same dependence on the size of the s halogen substituents; AGI for DCTBT is i-8.1 kcal/mole, for pBT it
is 19.3 kcal/mole" However, the change on replacing the
s chlorines with bromi-ne is less in this case than in the
case of the 2r6-dichloro compounds; that is, the change
in ¡e'f between pcr and DBTCT is about 2.7 kcar/mole,
while between DCTBT and pBT it is only r"2 kcal/mole.
An explanation for this is that AGf represents the difference in free energy between the transition state and
the ground state conformations" simple calculations show
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TABLE

9

Free energies of activation and the empirical interaction
parameter I/S for the s ,dr2,6-tetrahalotoluene derívatives
studied "

Compound

r(o x)

+

r/s

AG'(kcal/mole)

DFDCT

345

PCT

345"8

l-5"4 +0"1

0.0693

DBTCT

345.8

18"39+0.05

0. 0583

DIDCT

345

2L"0

0"

DCTBT

347.2

18 .14+0 " 05

PBT

340.1).r^
349"4)"="

0.1205

8

+0"

2

0442

0"0590
0. 0500

I01

that even in the ground state conformations the internuclear
separation between the a and ortho substituents is less
than the sum of their van der ÌrTaals radii r so there is a
considerable amount of non-bonded repulsion in the ground
state as well as the transition state conformations. The
transiti-on states of the molecules containing bromine
substituents ortho to the dihalomethyl group are rai sed
in energy relative to their ground state conformations
Less than are the corresponding molecules containing
chlorine substituents i-n the ortho positions" A large
number of molecules must be studied before it can be
decided whether such a trend is general. The empirical
correlation proposed. bel-ow suggests, however, that it is
general for molecules of this type"
The barriers to internal rotation in the molecules

studied here arise from steric inLeractions. The experimental barrier heights increase as the effective síze of

the halogen substituents increases. The barrier heights
are reproduced by semi-empirical potential energy calculations
which consid.er only non-bond.ed repulsions and the effects
of bond bending and stretching which are caused by these

repulsions" Furthermore, it appears that the barrier
heights depend on steric interactions not only in the
transition state but in the ground stat,e conformations
as well. Now, for a given pair of substituents, the energy

r02

of the steric interactions depend.s on the effective sizes
of the substituents and on their separation. Therefore,
the internuclear separation between the o and ortho substituents in the ground and transition state conformations
was calculated using standard bond angles and bond lengths.
(279\

The difference between the internuclear separations
in the ground and transition states was multipried by the

of the van der T,faars volumes (275) of the cr and ortho
substituents, giving a quantity s which was found to be
inversely proportionar to nGt. The values of s-1 for the
compounds studied in this work are given in table g. A
_.1
plot of aG'
vs s ! g:ave equation (40) , correlation coef fi-cient = -0"984" Table 10 gives the barrier heights
cal-culated from equation (40¡ for the symmetrical
Act = -2L3.56 s-l + 30 .4L4 kcaL,/mo1e
(40)
a rd ,2rã'Letrahalogenated toluenes. lvhere
resul-ts are
availabre the experimental barrier heights are al_so given,
as wel-l as the differences between the calculated and
experimental free energies of activation. For ara,2 r6tetrafluorotoluene, AGt ís predict.ed to be negative: this
arises because the internuclear separation between the *
and ortho substituents is greater than the sum of their
van der lfaals radii" Any barrier to internal- rotation in
this compound is not principally due to st,èric interactions.
This purely empirical correr-.rtion is surprisingly
good" rt provides further evidence that the barriers to
sum
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TABLE 10

Predicted free energy barrier heights for the symmetrical
o ,o ,2 ,!-Eetrahalqtoluenes, calculaËed from
equation (40) "
See text for discussion.

¡ ei (kcat-lmole)

Compound

ohalogens ortho halogens
F
cl_

Br

I

F
cl_

Br

ï

F

c1

Br

ï

F
C1

Br

I

F
F
F
F

C1
C1
C1
C1

Br
Br
Br
Br
T

ï
f
ï

predicted observed

(04*p.o Gf,t.ai"t"a)

-13"3

8"0
12"0

L7 "0
¿!."

I

.<B

15"6
18"8
2L.0

15.3
18"4
2L"0

9.2
17"8

18"1

19 "7

22"2
13"5
20 "L

2I"6
23

.5

':.'

-0"3
0"4

0.0

0"3

-0"4

L04

rotation in these compounds are indeed steric in origin"
Tt also suggests further possible experiments. The barrier
to rotation ín q,cr-difluoro-2,$-diiodotoluene should be
measurable by the same methods used in this study. Compounds like o ra-diiodo-2r3 r6-tribromotoluene could possibly
be obtained at low temperatures in one isomeric form, and
the rotational process could be studied by classical
equilibration methods. Perhaps just as important, the
correlation can be used as a guide in determining what
compounds will not show exchange effects in the n.m.r.
spectra, thereby preventing unnecessary expenditures of
time in performing difficult syntheses" If data on barrier
heights in unsymmetrically substituted a,a,2,6-tetrahalotoluene derivatj-ves become available, this correlation
may perhaps be extended to include them and. give a general
correlation for the ínteraction energies between any two
substituents, something not presently available.
6. Concl-usion
The barriers to internal rotation in o ro r 2,Gtetrahalogenated toluene derivatives arise from steric
interactions between t.he o and ortho halogen substituents.
The preferred conformat-i-on in each compound is that j_n
which the C-H bond of the dihalomethyl group lies in
the plane of the aromatic ring. In the transition stat.e
conformation, this C-H bond is perpendicular Èo the plane

r05

of the ring"

The exchange takes place between mirror image

confonmat.ions, accompanied. by an exchange of the magnetic
environments of the meta protons, in a time very short
compared

to the

mean

lifetime in the ground state con-

formation.
The barrier heights, which increase as larger

halogens are substitut,ed in the o and ortho positions,

can be reproduced fairly

accurately by semiempirical
potential energy calculations employing partial geometrical
optimization. A remarkably good empirical relationship
between the experimental free energies of activation

and a quantity S, given by the differe::ce in the inter-

nuclear separation of the cx and ortho substituents between
the ground and transition state conformations multiplied
by the sum of their van der Waals volumes, has been found"
Free energy barrier heights for a series of

o ro

r 2,6-

tetahalotoluene derivatives have been predicted using
this simple relationship.
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CHAPTER V

PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDTES OF ROTATTONAL

ISOMERISM

IN

o

ro

ro',o t,2,4,5,6-OCTACHLORO-M-XYLENE

AND ctrcrrcr ¡ rcxt rs" ro't r2r4 r6-NONACHLOROMESITYLENE

Introduction
The preferred conformation of the dihalomethyl
group in the halotoluene derivatives discussed. in the
previous chapter is one in which the C-H bond lies in
the plane of the aromatic ring" The conformatj-on of
1.

highest energy, the transition state. is in each case that
in which the C-H bond lies in a plane perpendicular t.o
the aromatic ring " (239 ) rnu energy differences between
these conformations \^rere measured by monitoring the temperature dependence of their p::oton magnetic resonance

spectra. For example, in o ro r 2,4 16-pentachlorotoluene
(PCT) rotation by t radians about the
=p2-=p3 carboncarbon single bond converts 17 to an equivalent conformation
19 via 18, thereby interchanging the chemical shifts of

ct%. .zHx
cI -"-

HCI

CI

Hb

H

1l
let

CI

17
.T

18

19

the ring protons" (247 ) The shape of the ring proton spectrum
therefore depend.s on the rate of internal rotation, allowing
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the extraction of the activation parameters for the i-nterconversion of 17 to 19 as described in the previous chapter.
The chemical shift of the sidechain proton, H*, is invariant
to the rotation.
In contrast to the above molecules, the internal
rcrtation of one of the dichloromethyl groups in c¿ro ro, ,u..' ,
2,4,5r6-octachloro-m-xylene (Mocx) converts one conformation
into another disti-nctly different conformation. That is,
rotation by n radians of either group in either 20 or 22
produces a different conformation 21, while 21 is converted
into 29 or 2 bV rotation of one of the dichloromethyl.

*-.f11

ct% /'H

ctq"

q--"

cr

CI

cl-"
C

þt
!nê*,,

t

cr

CI
CI

I
H

20

CI

I
H

21

cr

C/H
drct"'å
cr

22

groups in 21. For MocX, the protons of the side-chai-n
are temperature dependent, and the exchange takes place

four sites instead of between two. Furthermore,
because there exists no observable long-range coupling
between the protons, a set of coupled Bl-och equations
can be used to describe the exchange process.
among

In

o ,&

,dt ,a t ,otr ,o ,, ,2 ,4 r 6-nonachloromesitvlene
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the effect of the exchange process on the chemical
shifts is someivhat more involved. than in PCT or MOCX.
Thus, rotation of any one of the dichloromethyl groups
in 23 converts 23 i-nt-o 24, but only rotation of H3-CC12
(NCM)

CI

C'%

CI""

cl""

zH¿,

CI

Hz

\c

C/H3

å''

c('&

nz

CI

23

CI

21-

ín 24 will
24 back into 23. Jaion
or eirher of
"onv"J
the other two groups in 24 produces an equivalent conformation 24" But note that any one of these rotations,
whether intra- or interconformational, interchanges the
chemical shifts of some or all of the protons and it proves
possible to determine the activation parameters for the
conversion from 23 Lo 24 as wel_I as f rom 24 Lo 24 "
This chapter describes the determination of the
activation parameters for the internal rotations in MOCX
and NCM in toluene-d, solutions" The activation parameters
for NCM in methylene chloride solution have also been
investigated, and the free energy dj-fferences between 23
and 24 have been measured. in several additi-onal sorvencs.
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The free energies of activation for the above conrrersions

in NCM have also been measured in these solvents.
2. Experimental
(a) Piepa:ration of MOCX
Free radical chlorination of 2 r4 15,6-tetrachloro-mxylene, as described for pcr Q47) was monitored by observing
the proton chemical shifts of the side-chain protons and
was terminated when the peaks arising from chloromethyl

protons \^/ere no longer present" These peaks occur some
p.p.m. to high field of those from the protons in the

dichloromethyl groups.
(b) llgESfation of o,o , o' ,o ' ,2,4,6-heptachlorq-m-xylene
l H(
tvt

^

t

Ring chlorination of 3,S-dimethylaniline, in

a

similar to that used in the preparation of pcr from
t247\
m-toluidine, \--' / followed. by d.eamination and chlorinatj_on
of the side-chains as for MOCX, yielded MHCX"
(c) Preparation of NCM
Chlorine gas \¡/as bubbled through a solution of
mesitylene in ccln in the presence of iron powder until
the proton resonance spectrum indicated. complete
chlorination of the ring positions. After recrystallization,
the 2,4,6-trichloromesitylene was further chrorinated in
the presence of uv Iight. as described for pCT.(247 ) r¡r"
chlorination was terminated when the proton resonance
peaks arising from monochloromethyl groups disappeared.
manner

The product was recrystallized twice from ccra, m.p. rg7-1g go c.
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(d)

NMR samples

A 6.1 mole ? solution of MOCX in toluene-d' containing tetramethylsilane as an internal reference and locking
material was carefully degassed " A similar solution con-

taining about 5 mole eo of MHCX was also prepared. Toluene-d,
is a good solvenL for these molecules between -50 and lloo c
and the temperature dependence of the proton chemical shifts
can be accurately measured.
Solutions of NCM, 3.0 mole ? in toluene-d, and 1.5
mole ? in CH2CI2, CHrClBr, CCI2=CHCIT and CSy were prepared.
and degassed. Each contained a smal1 amount of tetramethylsilane to serve as an internal reference and lock signal.
Alt samples \,\rere seared in high-quality thin-warled
NMR

tubes.

(e) Spectral measurements
The proton resonance spectra \^7ere recorded at a
sweep rate of 0.02í2/sec on an HA-100-D spectrometer, taking
care to avoid lineshape distortions from saturation effects
or from excessive filtering of the d.c. signar. calibration
of the peak positions and measurement of the sample temperatures was performed as described in chapter rv.
3. Results and Discussions
(a) The exchange processes

(i)

Mocx

The protons in 20 are isochronous as are those

in 22, and in 21 they are anisochronous. Therefore, ât
temperatures where rotation about the
=p2-=p3 carbon-
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carbon bonds is slow the proton resonance spectrum displays

four peaks. When one of the dichloromethyl groups in 20
undergoes a rotation by n radians, the protons in 20
exchange with those in 2L. 2L is converted back to 20
only by rotation of the dichloromethyl group attached to
Ca. However, since 21 can be prod.uced from 20 in two
equivalent ways, the e priori probability of the process
20+2L Ls the same as that of the process ?!*ZO. Identical
arguments hold for the exchange between 22 and 2L" Although
the a priori probabilities for all the possible exchanges
are the same, Lhe rate constants for the exchanges are
determined by the free energy barriers and these need not
be the same in all cases" Finally, there is no internal
rotational process which interconverts 20 and 22 directly.
(ii ) NcM
The protons are isochronous in 23 but
anisochronous in 24, so that the proton magnetic resonance
spectrum displays four peaks at temperatures where the
preexchange lifetimes of 23 and 24 are 1ong. lühen one
of the dichloromethyl groups in 23 undergoes a rotation
by r radians, H, exchangies with H, , H3 , and. Hn of 24.
The latter is converted back into 23 only by rotation
of the group H3-CC12 but, because 24 can be formed from
23 in three equivalent ways, the a priori probability

LI2

of the process 23 -> 24 is the same as that of the process
24 -> 23" But as stated above, the rate constants for
the rotations of the different dichloromethyl groups are
determined by their free energy barriers and these need
not be the same in 23 and 24.
Rotation by n radians of the groun H'-CCI in
2
24 exchanges H, and Hn to form an equivalent 24" Similarily,
rotation of H¡-ccrz exchanges HI and H, to yield another 24.
rn both processes the rotaÈing group l_eaves the shift of
its own proton unchanged. There is no internal rotation
process which causes exchange between H, and Hn ín 24.

(b) N.m:_r" spectra ín the region of slow exchange
(i)

MOCX

änd

MHCX

In figure 13 the proton spectrum displays the
expected four peaks for Mocx but their assignment to the
various conformers is not obvious because the peaks occur
as pairs of apparently equal intensity within each pair.
on the basis of the zig-zag rule, coupling between
the protons in 20 is possible but is unobservable because
of Lhe shift. degeneracy. The zig-za.g rule predicts zero
coupling of the protons in 2l while shift degeneracy gives
no observable coupling in 22" Accordingly, the four peaks
do not display any splitting.
Detailed electric field carculations, based on
a dipole model as outl-ined by Buckingham, (280¡ were carried
out using scale diagrams and standard dipole moments for
c-cl bonds. The predicted shifts for the various conformers

Figure 13" The p.m.r" spectrum at 100 MHz^of MOCX as
a 6.1 mole % solution in toluene-do at. -4L"c" The chemicalshift is given in Hz to low field Ef internal tetramethylsilane" Note the broad resonance peak at high fierd
due to incompletely deuterated toluene. The spectium shown
at the bottom of the figure was calculated using the computer program described. in the text" The taller pair of
peaks is assigned to the unsymmetri-cal conformation 2l with
the methine proton at position 1 to lowest field. Tñã
smaller pair of peaks belongs to the symmetrical conformations
20 and 22.
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would assign 20 at highest field

(739.7 Hz) and one proton

of 2r at lowest field, clearly incompatible with the observed
intensities in figure 13 " rt is unlikely that aromatic
sol-vent shifts are responsible for the disagreement because
the specific shifts induced bv crD, on the methine protons
are very small relative to those induced on the ring protons
in pcT. (56 ' 247 ) (oa any rate, the calcul-ated shifts do
not qualitatively agree with a spectrum taken in ccln " ) rt
is much more likely that the rerative shifts of the protons
in MOCX are dominated by intramolecular van der lrÏaals (sÈeric)
interactions (see below) "
The assignment of the peaks was therefore made on

the basis of the spectrum of MHCX shown in figure ] 4. The
ring proton peaks are broader than the meLhine peaks. The
three conformations of MHCX can be represen.ted by 25, 26, and

f

I

l

H

25

26

27

the presence of t.he chlorine atoms is understood"
the basis of the stereospecific five-bond coupling beÈween

27, where
On

H

Figure 14" The p.m.r. spectrum at 100 MHz and -4ro c of
as a 7 mole % solution in toluene-d.^. The broad
hump between 707 and 7ro Hz to row fieldöof internal
tetramethylsilan'e arises from j-ncompletely deuterated
toluene. The assignment is discussed in the text. The
lower part of the figure gives the ring proton resonance
peaks of the conformations 25 to 27 of-the text. The
splitting of the doublets ailrrigrr-and low fiet_d of the
methine protons in the upper part of the figure is o.s Hz.
MHCX

-
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the ring and side-chain protons in pCT ,(247 ) trr" methine
protons in 27 are coupled to the ring proton by 0.5 Hz.
(equal to the doublet spritting in pcT and in figure l-2)
"
similarily, no coupling will occur in 25 while in 26 the
ring proton couples only to the methine proton in the

dichloromethyl group at position I of the ring. simple
decoupling experiment.s and the relative peak íntensitites
confirmed the assi-gnments given in figure L4.
Assuming that t.he reptacement of chlorine by
hyd.rogen meta to the methine carbon has ritt.le effect on
the met.hine proton shifts, it follows that in MocX the
most abundant conformer is 2l and the assignment of the
peaks is given in figure 13 " The unsymmetric 21 has been
distinguished from the symmetric 20 and. 22. which of the

two smaller peaks belongs to 20 is irrelevant to the rate
study because the populations of 20 and 22 are esual to
within experimental error.
The observed ring proton shifts in

MHCX

cannot

be explained on the basis of electric dipolar fields (280)
because it is clear that t.he c-cl dipoles in 25 wourd

deshield the ring proton more than in 27. yet 25 l_ies
to highest field ín figure 14" However, a combination
of solvent and steric effects can rationalize the relative

shifts.

ït is well known(281) that. the aromatic solvent
molecures avoid erectron-rich regions of an aromatic
sol-ute molecul-e. Thus in 25 the crDo molecule can approach

IL7

H, much more easiry than in 26 or 27, causing a preferred
high-field shift in 25. The aromatic solvent induced
shifts are additive (280) and hence it is not surprising
to note an increase of 27 Hz both from 27 Lo 26 and, from
26 to 25" rn 27 the dichloromethyl groups have the c-cl
bonds near H, thus repelling the solvent molecule= (2ao¡
while in 26 only one dichloromet.hyl group is so situated.

Again, the nonzero mean square electric fields
originating in the c-cl bonds of the dichloromethyl groups
wíll deshield Hu most in 27 and leasL in 25, consistent
with the observed order of the ring proton shifts. Measurements of the ring proton shifts of

in ccln solutíon
at low enough temperatures compatible with slow exchange
\¡/ere hampered by broadening effects due to precipitation
of solute as well as freezing of the solution. Nevertheless, such measurements indicated. that aromatic solvent
shifts are the predominant cause of the observed relative
shifts of the ring protons (in ccln the ring proton signals
d.o not lie upfield from the methine proton signals).
The methi-ne proton shifts in MHCX and Mocx are
relatively insensitive to the aromatic solvent anisotropy
probably because the proton is protected. from a crose
approach of solvent molecules by the proximity of ring
C-Cl bonds" The proton at position 3 of the unsymmetrical
conformer occurs at 709"5(6) Hz to low field of interna]
TMS in both compounds. The proton at position 1 in this
MHCX

-
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conformer occurs 7 Hz to lower field in MocX than in

MHCX"

Both protons are strongly deshielded relative to those in

the other sites" Steric crowding of the C-Cl bond at
position 2 by the C-Cl bonds of the dichloromethyl group
at position 3 forces a closer proximity of the coplanar
C-H and C-Cl bond.s (Cl and H overlap by 0 " 5 I even in an
situation), consistent with greater
interference of Èhe diamagnetic circulation of electrons
in the c-H bond. None of the other methine proton sites
is characterized by such an interaction, indicated by
C12C-H. ".CI" "C12-CH" In MHCX this interaction can be
relieved somewhat by back-tilting of the dichloromethyl
bearing the proton (chlorine at position 6 in MHCX can
move away against the C-H bond at position 5), leading to
less deshielding by 7 Hz.
If the single peaks at 7L4"2(6\ Hz for MOCX and
MHCX are assigned Lo 20 (4) then the upfield shift of
8"6 Hz of Lhe proton ín 27 of MHCX relative to that of 22 of
Mocx can be understood as a result of greater steric
crowding of the dichloromethyl groups in 22 relative to
27 " ln 27 crowding of the dichloromethyl groups by the
c*cl bonds at positions 4 and 6 can be rerieved relative
to 22 because these c-cl bonds can bend towards the c-H
bond at position 5 in MHcx, whereas there is a bulki-er
C-CI bond at position 5 in MOCX. Consequently the C-H
bonds of the dichloromethyl groups in 22 are forced closer
uncrowded coplanar
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to the C-Cl bond at posiLion 2 leading to a deshielding
of these protons relative to the ones in 27
(ii) NCM
"

Figure 15 displays the proton resonance spectrum
of NCM in cHrcl, at a temperature where the exchange is s1ow.
Table 11 gives the chemical shifts for each of the four peaks
in toluene-d, and CHrCI, solutions. The three peaks of equal

intensity arise from the three anisochronous protons of conformation 24. The peak at 7.808 p.p.m" in CHrCl, solution
clearly arises from the symmetrical conformation 23 " The
other peaks can then be assigned to the indívidual protons
Ln 24 on the basis of their degree of steric interaction with
neighbouring chlorine atomsr âs was done for Mocx. For a
regular geometry (tetrahedral angles at Èhe sid.echain carbon
atoms, etc.) the ring Cl-H * distance in conformation 17 is
0"5Ashorter than the sum of the cl-H van der waals radii,

indicating a high degree of steric crowding even for the
actual geometry in 23 and 24 " The tíme-dependent erectric
fields from the ring chlorine atom interfere with the diamagnetic charge circulatíon about the proton. (282) The
ensuing deshielding is proportional to r-6 where r is the
cl-H distance.
only very slight changes in r
^consequently
(less than 0"1 A ín the region of the van der waals contact d.istance) can cause marked changes in the chemical shift
of the proton . Q62\
Consider now the nearest neighbours (LrM) in the

Figure 15" The proton magnetic resonance spectrum at 100
of a 1"5 mole ? solution of NCM in CH.CI^ ât 236"6oK"
The assignment of the peaks to conformatitons"23 and 24 is
discussed in the text. The chemical shifts are in Hilto
low fieId. of inLernal tetramethvlsilane"
MHz

78t.9? 78C76

770C0 7689?

L2I
TABLE 11

Proton chemical shifts- of o ¡cr r ot ,d t ,o" ro ., ,2 14 16nonachloromesityrene in toluene-d.B and methylene chl_oride.

So]vent
CTog

^
T ("C)

(3.0 mole ?) *r*

CH2CL2(1"5 mole

"f
l.Zlt3

HZ
7.U2

H3

H4

I "OSOZ Z .r-i.lS+

z)-36.6 7"8L92 7"8076 7.7000 7.6892

CH^C]^

A*

¿

C-D^
tó

-

a.44L9 o.4go4 0.6098 0.6738

+ in p.p"m" downfield from internal TMS
* Shíft in CH.CI. - shift in C-D^, a Þositive value
representin$ aá upfield. shif{. ln thã aromatic solvent.

L22

(L)

"Cl (M) moieties of 23 and, 24. For Hl and H,
one has (L,M)=(C1 , Cl2) while for H, and Hn one has (L,M)=
(C1, H) " ln terms of relative steric crowding it is
therefore reasonable to assign H, and H, to the peaks at
7"808 and 7.819 p.p.m., respectively (Hz being known anyway) r while H, and Hn are assígned to the high fierd (greater
shielding) peaks at 7.700 and 7.699 p.p.m. from internal
tetramethylsiláne. To differentiate (at second order)
between H, and Hn one may consider next-nearest neighbours
(K,N) j-n (K,L) C12C-H" . .Cl tM,N) . One f inds (K,N)= (C12,Cl)
for H, and (H,Cl) for Hn and assigns H¡ to the peak at
lower field' e-g. at 7 "700 p.p.m.. A simirar argumenr
'
rationalizes the rel_ative shifts of H, and Hr.
C12C-H".

The observed aromatic solvent induced. shifts (267)

for

confirm this assignment. The disc-shaped toruene
sorvent molecules pack about the sol_ute NCM molecule in
such a way that r orr averagie, the solute protons are more
often si-tuated above or below than in the plane of the
solute molecules. (283) The magnetic fierd from the
NCM

relativery large induced magnetic moment in the aromatic
ring will therefore cause a net shielding of the solute
protons" This fierd decreases as the cube of the di_stance
from the solvent molecule and thus the largest aromatic
solvent induced shift occurs for those protons which most
closely approach the toluene molecule.
The steric model attributes the lowest fierd peak

L23

of NCM in CHrCL, solution to the proton experiencing the
largest degree of steric crowding" presumably the solvent
molecules in the toluene solution can approach this proton
least closely" Hence one expects and finds (table 1l) a
rough correlation between the aromatic solvent induced
shifts and the shielding of the protons of NCM in CH.C12
solution.
Fínally, note that as discussed abover H, can
exchange its chemica] shift with those of all other protons
in 23 and. 24, while H, and H* cannot undergo mutual exchange. In the region where the rotation rate of the
CHCI2 group is fast enough to cause noticeable broadeníng
of the individual peaks of figure 15, the degree of
broadening of the peak of Hg should. therefore be greater
than for the other three peaks. In fact, the peak at
7 "700 p"p"m" in Cl{rCl, solution undergoes exactly thís
behaviour. Tn toluene solution the peak at 7 "gO9 p.p.m.
also displays greater broadening in the region of sl_ow
exchange, in agreement with the assignment in figure 15
and table 11 and consistent with the assumed ord.er of
the aromatíc solvent induced shifts in table 11.
The internal consistency of the three spectral
effecLs suggests that the assignment of the peaks to the
protons ín 23 and 24 is a reliable one.
(c) Relatj-ve populations of the conformers

L24

(i)

MHCX

In

and

MOCX

the relative populations at -4Io C
in CrDo
are 25226227 = 1:3"6:1"7 as determined by weighing
tO
of peaks. In MOCX the populations at -4Io C in C'DB are
2022L222 = Lz2.9zL, based on repeated measurements of peak
areas by weighing. The larger population of the unsymmetrical_
conformer 2L in MocX is discussed below. The decrease in
the stability of 25 relative to the other conformers of MHCX
compared to the corresponding stability of 20 ín MOCX is
very 1íke1y a direct result of the absence of chlorine at
position 5 in MHCX" Thus 26 and. 27 become more stable in
I4HCX because steric crowding of the ortho C-Cl bonds by
the dichloromethyl groups can be relieved by bending of
the c-cI bonds at positions 4 or 6 towards the c-H bond at
position 5, whereas 25 and.20 have a very si-milar steri-c
interaction of the two dichloromethyl groups with the c-cl
bond. at position 2.
In the calculation of line-shapes for MOCX the
relative populations of 20, 2L, and. 22 as a function of
temperature are needed. But the peak area measurements
in the limited temperature region of slow exchangie are not
accurate enough to determine enthalpy differences re1iably.
Therefore the following approach was adopted. At -41o C
where no broadening from exchange was present, repeated
peal< area measurements yielded A G = G2I GZO = GZL GZZ =
-RT ln k = -RT Ln Pzt/Pzz - '490+ 20 cal/mole. Following
MHCX
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Govil and Bernstein (284 ' 285) it was assumed that the
vibrational entropy differences between the conformers
\dere neglibible, particularly in view of the large barriers
in the wells of which the torsional modes of the dichloromethyl groups are active (transrational entropy differences
are, of course, zero). The rotational entropy differences
\¡/ere then calculated from the product. of the principal
moments of inertia for each conformer, assuming tetrahedral
angles in the side-chains and. l20o bond angles in the
benzene ri-ng" This approximation is unimportant because
the rotational entropy differences between the conformers
turned out to be only about 0.02 e.u. and were therefore
nan]

a¡#aÄ

From symmetry considerations

it follows that
SZ!- trg=SZL-522=
RlnZ1"38e.u. HencerU-n,,.
-164 cal/mole at -4Lo c, so that the entropy effect on the
relative st,abilities is dominant. Then at 3730K, near the
highest temperature at which rate studies were carried out,
one has
G2o = -680 cal/mole. Therefore the population
"U
ratios change from pzl/p2' = 2"g at -40o.C to 2.5 at t00oC.
calculated and experimental- rate dependent spectra \^iere
fitted with these populatíons as well as under the assumption
of temperature independ.ent populations. As shown below,
the activation parameters are relatively insensitive to
population changes of this extent.

(ii)

l-26

NcM

For the toluene-d, solution of NCM the rel_ative
populations of 23 and 24 as a function of temperature were
obtained from the relative areas of the two row-field peaks
at five temperatures between 202.7o K and 24oo x. For the
sorution in cHrcl, the relative populations \^/ere found from
eight spectra between 236.6o K and 275.6o R, using the relative
areas of the four peaks.
As discussed for MocX, the transrational, vibrational,
and rotational entropy differences between 23 and 24 are

either zero or about 0.02 e.u. and are neglected. There
exists an entropy contributj-on of R ln 3 for 24 and. hence
one may write the equilibrium constant as
K=Prn/P23 = 3 exp (-AHIRT)
(4r )
where Pz+ and Pr3 are the populations of 24 and 23 and ÁH =
T{
H""
is the enthalpy dj-fference.
'"24
¿5

-The measurements gave AH = 335+ 15 cal/mole in
toluene-d, and populations calculated from these values gave
theoreticar spectra in excellent agreement with experiment
between 202.7o K and ¡08.oo x.

At higher temperatures t.he
peaks had coalesced to a single broad band" similarly,
one found aH = 380 + 20 cal/mole for the cIi.zcrz solution
and good agireement with experiment up to 304 " 60 x.
Relative populations of 23 and 24 \^rere also determined
at 232-20 K for solutions in csrr cHCl=ccl, and cHrclBr. The
results are given in t.able 12 and are discussed further below.
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TABLE 12

Enthalpy differences between ground state conformations
of o rcr r Gt ,o t ,ott ro " ,2 r4 r6-nonachloromesitylene in several
solvents "

9olvent

..v
Hàga
LH=Hrn-Hzl
Dielectric
Corstart (25oC)o (qal/mole)+ (cai/mofe)

CHrBrCl

8"4

cTDB

2"4

cH2cI2

8.9

CHCl=CC1,

3"4

csz

2.6

7540
9090
457 0
7500
6620

296+30
335+15
38 0+20

435+30
503+30

* these values are interpolated or extrapolated from data
taken from various literature sources, corrected to T=
29Bo K"

* heats of vaporization from equation (A5"5) in J" H"
Hildebrand and R" c" scott, "Regular solutions", prenticeHall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Lg62r pg" 168"
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(d) Line-shape theory and computer programs
As there is no observable spin-spin interaction
in any of the conformations of MOCX or NCM, the McConnell_
t'r¿t
formulation'*='
of the Bloch equations und.er conditions
of exchange was appropriate to describe the shape of the
n.m.r. signal" For the analysis of the exchange in NCM
the expression for the c,cmplex magnetization contaj-ned six
independent preexchange lifetimes r r four population terms,
and four effectiv" T2 terms. The derivation of this
expression is given in the appendix together with a listing
of the compuLer program written in Fortran IV used to
simulate the spectra" The program took as input t.he four
populations and T, values, the six preexchange lifetimes,
and the frequencies of the exchanging sites" A scaling
factor allowed the computed spectra to be plotted on a
Calcomp plotter on the same scale as that used. for the
experimental- spectra. The computations were done on an
IBM 360/65 system and the lineshape fitting procedure
followed that for ABXF:tl.(247)
For MOCX it can be seen that, in fact, only two
independent preexchange lifetimes, 't I exist by nature
of the conformations and of the rate process, which is
always a rotation by n radians from one in-plane C-H
conformation to anoÈher. The other r values are related
to these via population ratios.
The final expression for the complex
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magnetization was written in terms of.1

and r, which are,

respectively, the mean preexchange lifetimes of conformations
20 and 22, these conformers converting to 2L on rotation of
the dichloromethyl groups. The expression carried four
effectiv" T2 terms one for each of the peaks, but onry
'
three population terms because the separate resonance peaks
of 2L must have equal inlensities.
A computer program in Fortran IV was written which
took as input data the three populations, the four effective
TZ values, the two preexchange lifetimes, a scaling factor,
and the frequencies of the exchange sites. The use of the
program in 1ine-shape fitting then follows the procedure
described for the program ABXFIT Q47) and a plotting procedure

can be called for the line printer of the Calcomp plotter
an TBM 360/65 computer.

(e) Temperqture dependence of the

(i)

^r-

qÀ

on

sitions

Mocx

Accurate rate constants are contingent upon
accurate internal chemical shifts of the exchangíng sites
at each Lemperatut".(22) In the region of slow exchange
between -4Io and -20o Crthe peak posj-tions are best re,_
produced when plotted vs" T-1. They are represented by

equations (42) to (45), where the shift i-s measured in

shift of 2L = -11.340 x Lo3/t + 788.54 r = -0.ggg7
ShifL of 20
or 22- = -15.603 x 10t/, * 782.79 r = -o,gg9g

Hz

(42¡
(43)
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Shift of 22
20- = -13.823 x to37r + 773.82 r - -0 .gggl
(44)
"i
shifr of 2L = -17.804 x to3/r + 786.34 r - -0.ggg9
(45)
at 100 MHz to low field of internal TMS and T is in ox.
As an illustration of the reliability of these
equations in the region of fast exchange, the weighted
mean of the four calculated non-exchanging peak positions
at g4o is 743.04 Hz, which can be compared wit.h the
exchange-averaged peak of width 0"76 Hz found at 743"LI

Hz" Although the agreement is excellent it was found
necessary to change the calcurated shift of a few peaks
by a few tenths of a Hz at some temperatures in order to
obtain a sensible fit between calculated and observed
spectra

"

(ii)

NCM

For the

solution of

the peak
positions vary as l/T between 236.6 and 370.9oX. Extrapolations of the regression lines were used to give the
site frequencies ín the presence of exchange. In the
temperature region where the experi-mental spectra showed
resolved peaks for each site the peak frequencies of the
simulated spectra agreed extremely well with those observed experimentally

CH2CIZ

NCM

"

Tn the toluene-d, solution, \,vhere the peak

positions

strongly dependent of temperature,
no single function of internal. shift versus either T
\^rere more
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or r/T

satisfact.ory agreement with experiment.
A combination of these functions was used in such a v/ay
that the simulated spectra agreed with experiment between
208"g and 287"10 x. Extrapolated shift values \,vere then
used to fit a further fourteen spectra up to 356.80x.
The internal shifts in the other solvents varied.
only very slightly between 232.2 and 255.5o Kand the exchange rates \¡7ere determined only at 305.60K, very near
the coarescence temperature" The free energ.ies of activation
lvere insensitive to immoderately large variations in the
internal shift"
(f)

giave completely

Linewidths in the absence of exchange

(i)

Mocx

At

1ow temperatures

the linewidths of the
four peaks were equal within experimental error. An
ímpurity peak (to be seen in figure 16) was used to mcnitor
the resolution of the spectrometer and t.o obtain the T,
values at each temperature. The T, varues so obtained
ranged from 1"59 to r"72 sec, depending on t.he temperature,
and were used in the fittinq procedure.
(íi) NcM
The linewidths in the absence of exchange for
were assumed to depend on the magnetic field inhomogeneity, which was controlled by monitoring the linewidth

NCM

of an impurity peak some p"p.m. to high fietd of the NCM
proton peaks" Effective T., values for Lhe four sites were

Figure i-6 " A few representative observed and calculated.
proton resonance spectra of the methine protons of MOCX
at various temperatures and preexchange lifetimes. The
small sharp peak observable in some spectra arises from
an impurity.

5åz

T=41"C

'=OCC737 s
T=70"C
/\r=OOO1235 s
6r^Rr*i^e

--/
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calculated from the linewidths obtained from a number of
spectra at low temperatures and could be checked against
the linewidth of the impurity peak"
(g) Fitted spectra
Only those spectra showing considerable exchange
For MOCX, rate constants were
broadening \irere fitted"
deLermined at 20 temperat.ures between -10 and 99o C. Best
fits were found on the assumption of no population changes
as well- as with the populations calculated as described
above. In fígure L6 calculated and observed spectra are
displa¡ied at a few representative temperatures, and a plot
of 1og k/T vs. L/T for the exchange (20 -> 2L) in f igure L7
indicates the differences obt.ained by using the two popul-ation assumptions above. At 318 and 323o K the spectra
were so broad due to the low concentration of 6 mole
that the line-shape could not be reliably measured.
Preexchange lifetimes for all the.exchange
proôesges,:in-'NCM were extracted at 22 : t,emperatures
between 258.7 and. 356.8o.x for the toluene-d, solution and
at 16 temperatures between 275.6 and 336.90 K for the
solution. In figure tB computed and observed spectra
CHîCl,,
z¿
are portrayed at a few representatíve temperatures for the
latter solution" Figure 19 illustrates plots of In k/T
vs. L/T f or the processes 24 -> 24 and 24 t 23 in the CH2CI2
solution.
ea

Figure L7 " A plot of log (k/T) vs L/T for the exchange of
20 to 2L for I4OCX in toluene-do " The open circles refer
to the rate constants obtained"on
the assumption of
constant populations of the conformations. The crosses
refer to the rate constants obtained when the populations
of the conformations change with temperature in the manner
described in the text.
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Figure 18. Calculated and experimental- proton magnetic
resonance lineshapes at a few representative temperatures
are given for a l-.5 mole ? solutian of NCM in CHôCI.. The
preexchange lifetimes are indicated for conformaÉioá 23 "
See text.
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For the solutions of

in CHrClBrr CHCI=CCL2:
and. CS' preexchange lifetimes were extracted from the
exchange-broadened spectra at 3o5.60K in order to calculate
the free energies of activation for the rotations in these
solutions.
(h) The activation parameters

(i)

NCM

Mocx

As discussed below, it was not possible to

detect any difference in the preexchange lifet.imes for
the processes 20?2L ana, 22? 2L. Using the computer program ACTPAR (chapter 4, section 2 (t)) the activation
parameters for the exchanges \^/ere found and are listed
in table 13.
(ii ) NcM
It proved possible to obtain separately the
preexchange rifetimes for all the exchange processes taking
place in this molecule. The program AcTpAR was used to
extract all the activation parameters for the exchanges in
both the toluene-d, and. the cH2cL2 solutions. These are
listed in table l-4. Furthermore,
varues v¡ere carculated
^d
for the.exchanges at 304;6 or 305.60 X, the normal operating
temperature of the magnet, for all solutions of NCM from
the preexchange lifetimes obtained at these temperatures.
These data are given in table 15 "
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TABLE 13

Activation parameters for the internal rotations in
t
,2 ,4 ,5 r 6-octachloro-m-xylene.

ü r e r cxt ,o

Constant
Populations

Populations

u, (kcal,/mole)

15"05+0"16

14.86+0"15

log

12"35+0"11

L2"L6+0.10

--t (KcaI/moIe)
Arl

L4"42+0"16

L4 "23+0 "16

+
AS (eu)

-4.L

-5. 0 +0.5

20 (or

fn

A i;::,rlr',t,
..

AG (305"

"-

22)->21

:

6"K, kcaL/mole)

+0. 5

Variable

15. 67+0 " 10

t_5"76+0"10

E, (kcaI,/mole)

15. 06+0 " 16

t_5. 04+0 " 15

1og

11.90+0"11

11.87+0 " 10

¡Hf (kcallmole)

L4"43+0"16

14 .42+0 "16

¡sf (kcallmoIe )

-6"2 10"s

-6,3

¡ef (305. 6oK, kcallmo1e)

16"32+0"10

16"35+0"10

Uzo (or 22)
A ;,i:,:::-'-"i-',

+0"5
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TABLE L4

Activation parameters for the internal rotation process in
a,

t u,t a,' t s"',cNtt, a,t',2

14,6-nonachloromesitylene.

CZD'

(3.0 mole

å)

0H2CJ-2 (1"

0 mole

U)

24->?2

E, (kcal/mole)
1Og A

:.::.':ati:.:'"

'':

'j

+

14.gg+0.26 (0.70)+

15. B 0+0 "26 (0"4e)

12.27+0"i8 (0.s3)

12"66+0"18 (0.3s)

(0.72)

15.19+0"26 (0.4e)

AH (kcallmole)

14 "37+0 "26

¡st (e.u.

-4"s +0"8 (2"5)

-2"6

15"35+0"25 (0.73)

16.14+0 "27 (0"49)

"28+0.17 (0.54)

L2"64+0"19 (0.35)

L4.7 3+0.2s (0.73)

1s"s4+0 "27 (0.49)

-4"4 +0.8 (2.S¡

-2.8 +0.9 (1.6)

)

10"8 (1.6)

24-4
E. (kca1lmoIe)
1og
lH I

A

l.ï',

"-:

,

(kcallmole)

¡s t(e.u.

)

12

The unbracketed errors are the resurts given by the
error propagation treatment. Bracketed errors are
,maximum

error,s arising from uncertainties in, sj_te
Freqfficies and linewi¿tir corrections are d.iscussed
in the text"
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TABLE 15

Free energies of activation* for the internal rotation
t
tt
j-nQ'¡cl, 0t ,0

,ott rd

,

2, 6,4 -nonachloromesitylene

Solvent (mole z)

r (ox) +

ne+

czDs (3 " 0)

304"6

15.76+0 " 06

16.10+0 " 06

304"6

16.09+0.10

L6 .47+0 . 1l

305.6

L6.12+0 "L2

16.62+0.11

305"6

76 "22+0 " 13

16"52+0.10

305.6

L6.L2+0 "L2

16.55+0 " 12

cid2ct2 (1.
cs2 (1"

s

)

5)

CHrClBr (1"
CHC1=CC]-2

5)

(1.

5)

¡24.23)

AGt

e4->4)

kcal/mole
Ambient probe temperatuïe, being loK lower for the
first two solutions because the magnet housing was
altered in the interval between the two sets of

measurements

"

L4I

(i)

Error estimates
The errors in the activation parameters given by
the program ACTPAR do not measure the effect of systemat,ic
errors arising from inaccuracies in the site frequencies,
in the effectiv" T2 valuesr or in the temperature measurements. rn the study of NCM, such errors were estimated as
fol-lov¡s:

(i)

site frequency errors

n the standard
¿¿
deviations from the least squares analysis of the chemical
shifts as a function of 1/T gave a ne\,ü set of site
frequencies" These Ìvere incorporated into a second lineshape analysis of all spectra above the coalescence
temperature" The new set of preexchange lifetimes yielded
a ne\,r set of activation parameters. Their d.eviation f rom
the original set of parameters T/úas taken as the maximum
error arising from inaccuracies in site frequencies. A
similar procedure was followed for the toluene solution.
(ii) effective TZ errors
TZ values for the four peaks were calculated

from the linewidths measured at a number of low temperatures.
The standard deviations gave maximum and minimum T2 values

for each sit.e and these values \^/ere used in fitting the
computed to the observed spectra in the region of exchange,
again alJ-owing an estimate of maximum error in the
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activation parameters arisÌng from inaccuracies in linewidth correcLions.
(iii) errors in temperature
en there exists only
a small temperature range in which rate constants can
be extracted from exchange-broadened spectra" For example,
the error ín E, due to an error in T is given by equation
(46) " 158)
""'
Here o 2- is a mean sguare error and A t is the

(=J (i)'(;,)

(46)

temperature range" In the present work the standard

deviation of the temperature was not larger than 0.50 X.
Thus, even for the CH2CL2 solution, where AT was only
61.30.Crthe error in E, introduced by errors in t.emperature
ís smal1 relative to the errors introduced by errors in
the rate constants. For the Loluene solution AT was 99.10 C.
In table L4 the bracketed errors are estimates
of the maximum errors arising from the three systematic
error sources described here. Tnaccuracies in the site
frequencies and in the effectiv" T2 values both had a
substantial effect on the activation parameters" The
larger maximum errors in the activation parameters for
the toluene solution reflect the larger uncertainties in
the site frequencies.
The errors given in table 13 are the st.atistical
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errors" The existence of systematic errors in the studv
of Mocx cannot be ruled out, and. from the above error
analysis it appears that in ord.er to account for the effect
of such uncertainties the errors given for the activation
parameters should be multiplied. by a factor of about 2 or
3"
rt is suggested that such a procedure wirl give a

better estimate of the uncert.aintíes in the activation
parameters for MOCX.
The errors given for the free energj-es of
activation listed in table t5 include all sources described above but are considerably smaller than t.hose in
table 14 for a number of reasons. The uncertainty in
the ambient temperature is minimal and the l_atter also
happens to loe very near the coalescence temperature of
the spectra where the lineshape is most sensitive to
changes in the rate constant but least sensitive to
chang.es in the site frequencies and in effective rz values.
(j ) Discussion of the activation parameters
(i) free energy profiles for rotation
MOCX

Figure 20 shows the free energy profile for
internal rotation in Mocx. The unsymmetrical 21 has a
lower free energy of between about 500 and 700 cal/moIe
than 20 and 22 aL L]ne temperatures under consideration.
The transition states, in which one of the c-H bonds of

a sidechain is rotated by r/2 radians out of the plane of

Fígure 20 " The free energy profile for the rotation of
the dichloromethyl groups in conformations 20, 2L, and 22
of MOCX" Note that 2L is more stable than ñ or Z2 whiõñ
are equal in free enÐgy, but that 20' and 72' arã-noc
necessarily of equal free energy" Sãe textl-
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the ring, analogous to 18, are represented by 20' and.22t.
Good lineshape fits could be obtained only if 20' anð, 22'
were isoenergetic to within about 500 cal/moIe. Tt could
not be determined whether one of these transition states
was actually higher in free energy than the other.
NCM

The free energy profile is depicted in

figure 2L, conformation 23 being more stable Lhan 24.
The tranition states are indicated by 23' , 24, , and 24".
rt proved impossible to obtain good lineshape fits unless
24' anð. 24", the transition staÈes for the two processes
24 -+24, were isoenergetic to within 200 cal/mole and unless
23' , the {:ransi-tion state for the process 23 -> 24, had a
lower free energy than either 24, or 24' .
It is interesting to compare the conformations
of the transition states of NCM (24, , 23' , and. 24,' ) with
the ground-state conformations 20, 2L, ZZ of MOCX and
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Figure 2L" A free energ.y profile for the rotation of the
dichloromethyr groups in conformations 23 and 24 of NCM.
The protons in these groups are numbered in accõrdance with
structures 23 and 24 of the text. Note that the ground.
state 23 is more sta¡le t.han 24 but that 24'and 2q" are
not neõãssarily of equal freeGnergy. See text
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of structures 20, 24', 25; 2\, 23', 26i and 22, 24.', 27
are clear" Now, it has been shown that 20 and 22 are isoenergetic and of higher energy than 21 and also that 25
and 27 are less stablethan 26" By analogy it is then
expected that 24' and 24" have approximately the same free
energy, higher than that of 23t. Such comparisons suggest
that, in crowded molecules like NCM, steric interactj_ons
throughouL the conformation and not only in the region of
the rotating giroup are important in determining the energy
of the transition state"
(ii) comparison of the activation parameters
a'
pCT.(247

"t

) rfris is expected
for MOCX and NCM than for
since it was shown in the previous section that steric
interactions in parts of the molecule removed from the
bond about which rotation occurs can have an effect on
the transition state energy. That there appears to be
no difference in the values of these parameters for MocX
and NCM suggests that the greater steric crowding expected
in the transition state of NCM rel-ative to that of MocX
is compensated for by increased steric interactions in
the ground state conformation"
(iii) solvent dependence of the activation
parameters for NCM
Solvent effects on the barrier to internal
rotation have been examined only in a few molecules. The

l_4

B

activation parameters for internal rotation in ami-des
have been found to be somewhat sensitive to the solvent,
due to sorute-solvent associations ,(286) nyd.ogen bonding
between sol-vent and amid e, (286, 287) and the diel_ectric
constant or polarity of the sol_vent. (287, 2BB) '1,ne
activation parameters for internal rotation in biphenyls
have been shown to be relatively insensitive to the solvent,
(96
2gg\ except
\--' , --''
in the case of the r-hydroxy derivatives,
(289 , 290\
where hydrogen bonding between the solvent and
the hvdroxy protsn has an effect on the barrier. The
rotational barrier about the B-N bond in aminoboranes has
been shown to be lowered by el_ectron-donating solvents.
(29L, 292)'
solvent effects on the rotational barrier about
the c-c single bond in r,r r2 ,2 ,-tet.rabromof ruoroethane have
been discussed in terms of a "reaction-fierd,, mod.eI (280)
and the formation of morecular comprexes between the sorvent
and solute morecule". (44¡ The effect of sorvent on the
rotational barrier in pCT was examined ,(56, 247) lout
solubility probrems prevented the use of polar solvents.
The free energy of activation for the internal_ rotation
in DBTCT was the same in toluene-d, and methylcyclohe>:ane
sol-ution . (293) A study of ororo r,o,,2,3 15r6-oc,cachloro-pxylene showed that there was no difference in the free
energy of actívation in toluene-d, and bromochloromethane
l)'7a\
solutionsr\ottt

but accurate values for the activation
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parameters in a range of solvents could not be obtained
because of the smarr internar shift between the exchanging
sites" rt has been possible to obtain the free energies

of activation for the i-nternal rotations in NCM for dilute
solutions ín a fairly wide variety of sorvents.
¡d is about 350 cal/mole rower in toluene than
in the other solvents (table 15) " A speculative inter_
pretation holds that in the ground state the rather polar
c-H bond of the sidechain cannot effectively approach the
n electron cloud of the toluene solvent molecules. rn
the
transition state a c-H bond is rotated by n/2 radians out
of the plane of the_ring, this conformation being somewhat
stabilized by a crrc-H. . .n (acceptor. . .donor) interaction
with the solvent in a fashion analogous to the hydroglen
bond occurring between chloroform and. benzene. (293, 294)
E, values in the CHrCl, solution are about 800
cal/mole higher t.han i-n the toluene solution r âs are the
respective
values (table 14). The more negatj-ve ÂSf
^Ht
values in the toluene sorution might be anticipated on
the basis of the interaction model above.
The s , dr2 16-tetrahalogenated toruenes d.iscussed
in chapter TV did not show a simirar loweri-ng of the

activation parameters (see chapter rv, section 4 (b) (ii) ).
rt may be that these compounds are preferentiarly sorvated
by the toluene molecures towards the end of the morecu]e
opposite the dihalomethyl group, since aromati-c solvents
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avoid electron-rich regions of an aromatic solute molecure.
(281) m,^^*
'tnen, when the C-H bond of the dihalomethyl group
rotates by Tr/2 radians, the surrounding solvent molecules
-+
must readjust in order for the stabilizing ClrC-H. . . r
interaction to occur. rf the solvent reorganization
requires a time greater than the time spent by the solute
molecule in the transitions stater or if it requires an
energy of the same magnitude as that gained by the resulting

stabilizing interaction, no solvent effect on the activation
parameters will be detected.
NCM has three dihalomethyl groups symmetrically
situated about the aromatic ring, so no such preferential
solvation at a particular region of the NCM molecule is
likely. The toluene molecules, on average, are more often
situated. directry above or below than in the plane of t.he
solute mol-ecuIe. (283) ,r,i= being t,he case, very little
(if any) sorvent readjustment: is necessary in order that
-+
the cl"c-H.
".n interaction occurs in the transition stat.e.
¿
Tt is not known at this time whether such a
solvent dependence of AGI occurs for MOCX.
(k) Solvent effects on g.round state stabilities
Conformation 23 has no net dipole moment for
symmetry reasons" conformation 24 wíLL have a net dipole

it.s stability should increase relative to that
of 23 as the dielectric constant of the solvent increases.
(48 296 299)
As can be seen in table L2 this surmise
'

moment and
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is not borne out, 24 being least stable rerative Lo 23
in CS, " If the dipole moment of 24 Ls small, higher
terms in the multipole interaction with the electric
fields from the sorvent may predominate over the dipolar
term, perhaps accounting for the data in table 12 "
rf there exists a significant difference between
the polarizabilities of the two conformations, it is expected that aH should depend on the dispersion energy of
the sorvent" The dispersion energy of a liquid is given
to a good approximation by the heat of vaporization of the
liquid"(300) which can be obtained from equation (47),
where To is the boiling point of the liquid. (301) Fro*
',Hiz9a¡ cat¡mole) = -2950 + 23.7 rb * o.o2 Tl U7)
the data in table 12, it does not appear that ,¡H varies in
t'V

t--1

f.--'

i

\

^^F^

-

')

any regular way with Hv. This suggests that the polarizabilities of 23 and 24 are noí significanLly different,

or perhaps that the dispersåon energy is of the same order
of magnitude as the effect of the solvent dielectric
constantr so that the relative importance of the two effects
vary from solvent to solvent.
The decreased stabirity

of 24 reraLive to 23 is
probably due mainly to the great amount of steric crowdinq
around ring position 4 in 24, an interaction which is
absent in 23" rt is possible that certain solvents may
interact with specif J-c sj-tes of the sorute isomers, tending
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to slightly stabilize one conformer relative to the other
in addition to the predominatirig effect of the steric
crowding" But there is no obvious burk solvent property
which correlates well with
4"

A¡f.

Conclusion
The n.m.r. spectra of MOCX, MüCX, and

NCM

at

temperatures where the preexchange lifetimes are long
have been rationalized in terms of sol_vent and van der
waals (steric) effects on the chemical shifts. Also in
this temperature region, the relative populations of the
conformers for each compound as a dilute solution in
toluene-d, have been measured. For NCM, the relative

populations of the conformers have been determined in
several additional solvents, but no correlation with a
bulk property of the solvents was found.
The barriers to the interconformational inter-

conversions of Mocx have been measured r âs have those
for both inter- and intraconformational exchanges in

NcM" The greater amount of steric crowding throughout
the molecule as a whole resul-ts in an increase in the
barri-er height for the rotation of a dichloromethyl_
group in these compounds compared to pCT.
The exchangei:: processes in NCM were used to
examine the effects of undetected systematic errors
in the site frequencies, rinewidth corrections, and
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temperature on the activation parameters. rt was

shown

that possible errors in t.he rate constants due to inaccurate site frequencies and linewidth corrections had
a much greater effect on the activation parameters than
dj-d errors in the temperature in this work.
Fina1ly, solvent effects on the free energy
barriers in NCM were examined. fn toluene sorution, the
free energy barriers \dere found to be lower than in the
other solvents examined, a phenomenon attributed to a
stabilizing ClrC-H...n interaction in the transition states.
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APPENDTX

THE BLOCH EQUATION FORMULATTON OF EXCHAT\GE

AMONG

FOUR UNCOUPIED STTES

consider the time rate of change of the macroscopic magnetization M = (Mxrr,IyrMz) of an assembly of
identical nuclear spins in a stationary external magnetic

field $, applied in the z direction, and a magnet.ic field
Ht rotating in the x-y plane with angular frequency ur I Hr
= (Htcostrt, - Hr sinotr0)1 . The equation of motion of
M: y tU x tEr + Eo)l
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei.

M

is

(A-1)

Trans-

forming to a set of axes rotating with angular frequency
about the z axis and having x' along Hy u and v are defined
ur

as the components of g along and. perpendicular to the

direction of H, respectively.

rn this coordinate

system

M' = itu + j'v * ktM,
Hì = i'H'
-¿I

(r)t = -kt(¡

Then, using the relationship yHo = ,o, the Larmor frequency,
and equation (A-1), the time rate of change of the components

of M' are given by
,: = (ro
v = yHIM,
Mz = *yHlv

o)v

(ro

o)u

(^-2)

Experi-mentally i-t is the change in the magnetization
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in the x-y plane that is observed, and this is convenientlv
given as a complex magnetization G:
G=u*iv
(A-3 )
G = -i(uro - or)G + ivHrM,
It is necessary to postulate relaxation processes by
whic,h-the magnetization vector M returns to its equilibrium
value -¡!o = (OrOrMz). Assuming first order relaxation processes, equations (A-2) and (A-3) must be modified to
MzLzz'
=-YH.v-

(M -¡,lo)
rr'

*1

G

- -i(oo -

ür)G +

e/Tz

iy u,tz¡,1

(A-4)

where TZ is the transverse relaxation time and

T, is the

longitudinal relaxation time"
Consider now the effect of a first order exchange
process taking place between sites 1 and 2 having fractional
populations pl and p, (n, + e2 = 1) " The lifetime in site
1 is t r, = L/k.'z and in site 2, t 2L = I/kZt" The effect of
this exchange is to transfer magnetization into and out of
each site at the characteristic exchange rates r so for each
site equation (A-4) must be modified as follows:
Gt = -[i(ol-u) + I/I.L]GI + iyHtMzt GL/rtZ* GZ/rZt (A_5)
"2

= - ti (o2-ur) + t/TzZlcZ +

iylF.rM.r,

-

GZI,

Zt + Gt/ttz

(A-6)

The exchange process is observed at equilibrium,

so that tL2pZ = r21p1 = tiZ, and assuming slow passage
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conditions and no saturation,
õõ^-\J2rr
-1

Mzr=Ml-plro
Mzz=M7-pZM
so that (A-5) and (A-6) can be written
-[i(o'-o)
.r

+ I/T^.

r n /rt

as

1t-

zI*p2/tiZlGt*p1G2=-iYHrplMo

'iz

-

[i

(u:r-ur¡ + I/TZZ + pL/,

irl"Z *

p2G1

TT;

= -ívHrprr,ro

Similarly for first order exchange among n
sites one can derive the n coupled equations
-ti(o*-co)
H,p,Mo
-f ll -i --r-j-¿J-J + r fÞ-c,- - p,Gl-Ì=
J + l-lT.,_:lG.

ut'jl.r,
'-"
jit

I

(A-7)

']nJ

j = I,2,3"".n.
The n"m"r" line shape is,givenr.:by

r(o) = rm(c)
where G = Gl + Gz +

Gn" rt is therefore necessary to
solve equations (A-7) for all the G. in order to obtain the
line shape.
For the four site case discussed here, the four

coupled equations have been solved to obtain an analytical
expression for the line shape. This expression is used in
the subroutine rrr(30) which evaluates peak positions, half-

height rinewidths, etc. for use in fitting the spectra"
For the plotting program listed below the analytical expression
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is solved at a specified number of points throughout the
spectral region of interest and the points are then joined.
Tn order to sorve equations (A-7) for the four

site case it is convenient to make the substitution Â =
ol o. This def ines the "driving term,' , setting the
frequency origin at the resonance frequency of site 1.
Then define D:
ai

vlr r14

-P2/t 2t

Y2/ ',24

i2

-P3/tf3

-P3/ t )3

gâ

-Pa/r)n

-Pa/tln

-P2/"r

-Pa/ r fa

where

-P/ r ft

-P1/'r i2
u)

(A-B

I

J

a! = i(trr.-or+A) + I/TZi *-*1', ,¡/r!¡"
J

)

11,1

Ya/
J

¿A

a4

Then

JfK

f\_

u-

ic (det ej + det G) + det cå + det,

D

where C -

det
"l

Gå)

yHlMo and

p1

-Py/

p2

^l

ti,

-2

-P1ltit

-lfì

/*.
-ñv2/'23

'Pr/ t;n

.I, /rl .T4
(A-e

faa

p3

-P3/ r)3

p,

-P+/ r)a

aj
-P

a/

,i+

Y3/'34
"à

and the other det Gj are defined in an analogious way. Then
(A-B) and (A-9) are expanded (as are the other det ci) as a

in A. rt is convenient to make the substitution oi = cli iA. The expansion is straightforward

po!úer expansion

)
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but quite tedious, and only the final result is given here:
G

?
= ic (-it "A,

D

2_
+ iAA. * A,) =
A-4.
J¿.LD

where D = -L4 + in3a, + o'o,

iCN

iAA6 - 45. A1 to A, are

complex functions of the input populations, preexchange

lifetimes, T, values, and relative Chemical shifts for the
four sites" The listing of the computer program given below
gives the final result of the expansions for all the Ars.
The absorption mode line shape is then given by
I(trl) = Tm(G) = C Real N
D

given below extracts the real part of
the polynominal N/D as a function of the frequency for a
given set of input site frequencies, r2 values, preexchange
lifetimes, and populations" A plotting routine is called,
The program listing

the plot is scaled to match the experimental spectrum,
the calculated. line shape is plotted"

and
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/6/, NÂtíE (20)e NOprS, IBUF(1000),
REÀr pop1, pop, poP4, vl, v2, v3, v4, T7, T2, T3, T4, TÀul, TAU4,
1 STÀRT, STOP, I'tÀX, TÀlV1 , TAW4, DELTR
I

INTEGER LNDATA /5/, ONPRTR
NOSTPI, NOSÎP4, CONTRL

co¡lpl,Ex ÀLPIIÀI, ALPHÀ2, ALPI¡À3, ALPHA4, A1, A2, A3, À4, À5, A6,

1 À7,

À8

POLY(l)= (REÀl ( (À1+z* (0. 0, 1. O¡ * (-e2+z* (0. 0, 1 . 0) $ (43-Z* (0. 0, 1 . 0)
1 A4))) / (tS+z*(0.0, 1,0)*(-e6+Z*(0.0, 1.0¡ *(a7+Z+(0.0, 1.0¡*(-eg+

2 z*(0.0, 1.0)))))))
TWOPr=6.åg318
cÀLL PLOTS (IBUF,

c

1000, 9)

READ IN TIIE STARTTNG AND STOPPING
NHIGHN FIELD TO ''LOT{II FTELD (I"8.
POfNBS; TIIE HEIGUT; AÀtD TIIE SCALE
PER CM") . DEFÀULT OPTfONS ÀRE:

C
C
C
C
C
c
c

HEIGIIT=I0.00 C!:.; SCALE=1"00

HZ

FPJOUENCY OF THE

PLOT,

FROM

START I STOP); THE NUMBER OP
OF TIIE FREQUENCY AXIS (IN HZ.
NUI'IBER OF POINTS = 1000i

./CM"

rs 2F10.4, 14, 6x, 2F10.4 ,
35.0
I .00
EG.
5.0
2000
1 0.0
c
99 REÀD (INDÀTA, 100, El'lD=128) START, STOP, NOPTS, YHGHT, SCALB
100 FoRMAT (2F1 0. 4,I4,6:(,2Fl0. 4)
rF (STAR?"IE.STOP) GO 10 130
101 IF (NOPTS.LE.0) NOPTS=1000
FoRnAT

STEP=l.lOPTS

STEp= ( STop-sTÀRT

)

/sTEp

IF (YUCHI.LE.0"0)
fF (SCÀ],E.LE.0.0)

C
c

0.00

SCALE=1.0
SCAL2=-1 . 0/ (SCÀLE*2. 5 4 )

c
c

YHGIIT=I

REÀD

IN

SOME IDENTIFICÀTION FOR THE COMPOUND.

READ (INDATA, 102, EI'ID=128)
102 FORt'fr\T (20A4)

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

REÀD

IN v(1)-v(4)ì

NÀ¡,tE

I2(1)-T2(4);

À¡ID

PoP(1)-PoP(4)--ttls

RESONANT

FREQUENCY, THE RNLÀ,YATTON TT}!E AND THE POPULATIONS OF îiiE FOUR
SITES. TITE I¡IPUT TTRDQUENCIES IÎÀY BE GIVEN IÍRT TI'!S OR V(1)
OR I'IHATEVER" NOTE THAT TI{E POPULÀTTONS MUST BE }IOR.I'fÀLIZED TO

UNITY.

TURTHER NOTE THAT BY SETTING O}IE OR MORE POPULATTONS fu\D I¡REQUEI'¡CIES TO O AI.ID TIIE CORRESPONDTI'TG T2 (AND LIFETII\IES TO BE READ
IN BELOV¡) TO INFINTTY, THIS PF.OGRÀM WILL FSDUCE TO À GENERÀL
CASE WIT}I FEIfER SITES (THERE ¡"!AY BE OUTPUT HAR}ILESS DTAGNOSTICS
PERTAINII¡G TO UNDERFI,OW) .
FORMÀT IS 8F10.II.

c

READ (INDATÀ, 103, END=128)

1 POP2, POP3,

1

POP4

03 FoR¡'rÀT (8F1 0, 4 )

V1, V2, V3, V4, Tlo T2, T3, T4,

POPî,

r60

IF (pOptÈpop2*pop3*pop4.LT.0,0) co To 128
1030 IIRITE (ONPRTR, 10¿l) NÀllE' START, STOP' NOPTS, YHGIIT, SCÀI,E, V1,
1 T1, popl, v2, T2, pop2, v3, T3, PoP3, v4, T4, PoP4 |
RUlt: ,/1fr ,20X,
104 FoRIqÀT (1Hl, ///,1H ,15X,'TDENTTFTCÀTION OF THIS
1 20A,4 ,/1H0 r 15x, I INPUT PARA!íETERSzt ,/1H ,20Xr rSTARTING FREQUENCY='
2t rE7.2r) HERTZ"/1H ,20X, 'STOPPTNG FREoUENCY
=t,87.2r' IIERTZ',,/
31II ,2OXrt NUI1BER OF POrlirS =r r15 r/1H ,20Xr rrIEIGHT ="E6o2 tt CMo r r
4/1H ,20X, TSCALE =, rF7.2¡' HZ./CM."//1H ,20Xr'V(1)
=trV(2)
rî'1 .2t' HZ"¡:
|
5 T2(1) =t ,F6.2¡, SEC. ; pop(1)
-t
rF7 o3rr. ,/1H ,20X,
="
6 î7.2r', HZ. ì T2(2) =trF6.2, I SEC. ; POP(2) -'¡F7.3rr."/1H
ì20X,
7 fv(3) =t,F7.2¡. HZ. t T2(3) =t,î6.2t' SEC. t POP(3) =rrF7.3rt.t 0
8/1H ,20XrrV(4) ='rI.7.2¡t HZ. r T2(4) =t rF6.2t' SEC. t POP(4) =',
9F7.3r,o,)

YHGHT=YIIGHT/2 .5tl
CHANGE UNITS TO HERTZ"

T1=T1*TIIOPI
T2=T2*TWOPI
T3=T3*TWOPI
T4=T4 *TWOPI

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

READ rN THE LIFETII1ES; ÀSSU¡'lIllG STEÀDY STATE, THERE l^fILL BE
TAU(1,3)=TAU(3,1),
A TOTAL OF SIX LIFETIT'ÍES: TAU(1
REFERRED TO HEP-EIN AS TÀUl TO
.. ".TAU(3,4)=TAU(4'3). THEY AR.E'21=1AU(2,1)¡
TÀU6 RESPECTIVELY. IF ANY EXCTIA}TGE R}.TES ARE ZERO, SET TIIE

TO A ¡¡EGATTVE }IUI.IBER SUCU AS -1 . O; THE
SETS THÀT LTFETT¡:E TO 10++(',l5) I.JHTCH rS
ESSENTTALLY INFINITY COI,fPARED TO THE OTHER LTFETT}IES.
TIIE UI'¡ITS OF TIIE LIFEII¡-JES ARE ASSUI,IED TO BE SECONDS.
THE FOLLOÍVII{G PARÀ}IETERS MÀY ALSO BE READ IN (OR TI'¡O BLANK
CÀRDS INSERTED):
STEPI : THE STEP SIZB OF SEARCIIES BEGINNII'¡G AT TAU1 "
STEP2--STEP6: AS FOR STEP1.
NOSTPSS THE NUI'ÍBER OF SUCH STEPS.
FOR EX.AMPLE, It'¡ THE SÀ¡IPLE rNPUT VÀLUES LISTED BELOW, TEN
RUNS I.¡ILL BE DONE, WTTH TÀU1 VÀRYING TN STEPS OF 0.1 FROM
TIIE INITIAL VÀLUE SPECIFTED ÀT THE CONSTÀNT VALUES OF TAU2 ETC.
NOTE THAT TÀU(1,4) ÀND TAU(2,4) ARE INFTNITY (SITES 1,¿t ÀND 2,4
ÀRE NOT UNDERGOI}TG EXCIIANGE).
USING THESE PAR}.¡iETERS IT IS POSSIBLE TO SEARCH TAUI TO TÀU6
SEPERATELY (BY SETTITiG ALL BUT OIJE O!' THE STEPS TO ZERO) OR
TO SEÀRCIT SOTIE CO¡¡AITTATION OF LIFETI}IES SII.ÍULTÀNEOUSLY"
CORRESPO}¡DTNG TAU VAÍ,UE
PROGP.À-¡'I SUBSEOUENTLY

EG.

FORI1ÀT

1,0
0.,1

rS

O.4,/6F10. 4r14.
-1 .
0.0
0" 0

6F1

'¡"0

1.0
0.0

-1 .
0.0

1.0

0"0

105 READ (INDÀTA, 106, ETID=128) TÀU1, TAU2, TÀU3, TAU4, TAUs,
1 sTEPl, STEP2, STEP3, STEP4, STEP5, STEP6, NOSTPS
106 FORr.lÀ,T (6F10" U ,/6F10" 4 r14)
rF (TAU1.LT.-'100.0) co ro 99

00
TÀU6,

161

c
c
C
c
c

BY SETTING TÀUl LESS THÀN -100,0, TI{E PROGRÀ}! RESTÀRTS, READTNG
IN NEW VALUES FOR STOP, STÀRT, ETC. OTHERWISE AT TFIE END OF THIS
SEOUENCE OF SEARCTIES, NEW VÀLUES OF TAU1, TAU2, ETC. ITLL BE READ
IN. IF TAU1 IS [0 ÀND t-100, IT I^¡ILL BE SET TO rINFINITY'|.

107

NO=0

rF
IF
IF
rF
IF
IF

(TAU1.LE.0"0) TÀU1=1.0845

IF

(NO.GT.NOSTPS) GO TO 105

(reuz.LE.0.0)

TAU2=1.0845
TAU3=1 .0E45
(rau4.LE.0.0) TÀu4=1.0E45
(TÀU5.L8.0.0) TAU5=1.0E45
(raUe.tE.0"0) TAU6=1 "0E45
(TAU3.LE.

1

GO TO 110
08 NO-NO+I

1

09

C
11

0

0.0)

TÀU1=TÀU1+STEPI
TAU2=TAU2+STEP2
TAU3=TÀU3+STEP3
Tè,U4=TAU4+STEP4
TAUS=TÀU5+STEP5
TÀU6=TÀU6+STEP6
CHANGE UIITTS TO HERTZ
TÀl{1 =1 . O,/TAUl/TV¡OPI
TAI{2= 1 . 0 /TAU2 /T VIOPL
TAW3=1 .0/TAU3/TWOPI
TAWA=1

.0/TAU4/11fOPI

TAI{5=1 . 0/TAUs/TIfoPI
TAI'16= 1 .

IF

0/TAU6/TIÍOPI

(TÀr{1 . LT.

1

0E-30)

TÀI{1=0

0

"
IF (TÀl{2.LT. 1." 0E-30) TAIÍ2=0.0
IF (TAlù3.LT. 1 .0E-30) TAI^I3=0.0
IF (raw¿1. LT. 1 .08-30) TAI{4=0.0
IF (TAW5.LT. 1.0E-30) TÀt{5=0.0
IF (TA!Í6. LT. 1 .08-30) TÀ916=0. 0
I{RITE (ONPRTR, 117) TAU1, TAU2, TAU3, TAU4, TAUs, TAU6
117 FOP,¡4ÀT l,///1II ,20X,rTAU(1,2¡="rO.5r¡ SEC.¡,/1H'r20XrrrAU(1 ,3)=r,
1F9.5, I sEc. | ,/111 ,20x, rTÀu(1r4)=r,F9.5, r SEC. r ,/1H ,zOXrt TAU(2r3)=
2f rF9"5rr SEC,r r/1H 120Xr'TÀU(2r4)=r rPg.5r, SEC."/1H rzOXr.TÀU(3r4
3)-rrF9.5rr SEC.r)
TEI4P

1

=1 .0 /T1+POP2 *TAI'¡1+POP3 *TAt¡2+POP4 *TAI,Í3

ALPIIA1= CI.íPLX(TEl'rP1, V1 )
TE¡,ÍP

1

=1 .0 /'12+POP

1

*TAW

ALPHAZ= C¡.IPLX(TElfPl
TEI'IP

1
1

+POP3*TÀW4+POptt sTAt{s

= 1 . 0,/T3+POP 1 *TAl{2+POP2 *TA!{4+POP4 *TAf,l6

AtPHA3= C¡IP],X
TEIIP

1

, Y2l

=1

(TEMP 1 , V3 )

.0/T4+POP

1

*TAI^I3+POP2 *TÀW5+POP3 *TAW6

ÀLPHÀ4= C¡IPLX (tr¡lp

A1 =

1 , V4 )
(POP 1 *ALPIÍÀ4+POP4 *ALPHÀ1 ) *ALPII/\2 *ALPHA3+ (POP2 *ALPHA3+POP3*

lALPHA2) +ÀLPHA1*ALPIIF.4 + POPl*pop2*pop3+pop4r (-2.0*TAW4*TAI'í5*TAW62.0$TAI'¡2+TAli3*TAVI6-2"0*TAI^¡1*TAl'i3*Tl\!ù5-2.0ÈTAI,II*TAI^I2*TAW4+2.0$TÀFI2

2

r62
3åTAW5*TAÌ^16+2 . 0 sTAt,I3*TAlÁr4 *TAW6+2 .0 *TÀW2 *TAW3+TAl'¡5+2. 0*TÀI^r1 *TAW2*
4TÀI^16+2.0*TÀIf'l+TÀW3sTAI1r6+2.0ÈTAl.r2*TÀ1V3*TAI,]4+2.0+TAt{3*TAll4*TÀI^15+2"0*
5TÀI'r1*TA!V5+TAW6+2.0*TÀIf1*TAW3*TÀhr4+2.0+TÀt'r1*TAI,I4*TAI^16+2.0*TAt^r2*T¡.I{4
6 *TÀ!I5+2 . 0 +TÀV¡l *TAI'J2 sTÀI{s',) -2 . 0 +pOP 1 *POP2 *POp3 *pop 4 + ( 1 . 0 sTAt.¡ 1 *TAt{6
7üTÀl{6+1 .0*TÀI^¡2 *TÀl'Js+TAl,r5+1 . 0*TÀlI3*T41,¡4*TAVí4+1 .0*TA!{4*TAI{3*TAtl3+

I

1

. 0*TA!V5*TAl'¡2 *TAIV2+1 . 0 +TAlù6*TAÌf1 *TAl,f1 )
POP2*POP3*POP4+ALPIIÀ1 * (2. 0*T.A1,¡4*TAI{5+2. 0*TÀWA*TAlf6+2. 0*

Al = A1 +

lTAt^¡s*TAW6-1 .0*TAI{4*TA!'I4-1.0*TAWs+TÀi.rs-1.0*TAhr6*TÀI{6)+pop1*pop3*
2pop 4 *ÀLPHA2 * ( 2 . 0 +TAt.¡2 * TAI.J3+2 . 0 *TÀt^t2 *TAt¡6+2 . 0 *TAW3 *T¡\If 6_ 1 . 0 * TAW2 *

3TAl.r2-1.0*TÀIV3+TAç,¡3_1"0*TAw6*TAW6)+pop1*pop2*pop4+ALPHA3*(2.0*TAt{1ù

4TAtf 3+2 . 0 *TAI^I3 *TAI^I5+2 . 0 *TAVI1 ÈTAt'/s- 1 . 0 *TAWI *TAI,I1 - 1 . 0 *TAt¡3 *TAtr3-1 . 0û
5TAW5 +TAI{5 ) +POP 1 *POP2 *POP3 *ALPHA4* ( 2. 0 *TAW2 +141^14+2. 0*TAI^I1 *TAf{4+2. 0 +
6TAW1 *TÀW2- 1 . 0 +TArù1 *TÀtf 1 -1 . 0 *TÀ9J2 *TÀtf2- 1 . 0 *TAW4 *TAW4 ) +2 . 0 *pop 1 +
7ÀLPHA4 'f (POP2 *ÀIPHA3 +TAT^I1+POP 3 *ATPHA2 *TÀI,Jz ) +2 . O *POP2 *ALPHÀ1 + (POP3 *
8ALPIIA4 *TAW4+pOp4 *ALPHA3*TAr^r5 ) +2 . 0 *pop4 rALplrA2 * (ÀLPHAl *pop3 *TAW6+
9ALPHÀ3 *POP 1 TTAI,T3 )
À2 = ALPHA3+ (ALPHA '* (POP 1 +POP2 ) +ÀLPHA2 * (POP 1 +POPA ) +ALPHAI + (POP2+

lPOP4) ) +ALPHAI * (ÀLPHÀ2* (POP3+POP4)+ALPHÀA* (pop2+pop3) )+ALPHA2È
2ALPHAI|+ (POP1+POp3) - POP2+POP3+POP4+ (1.0*TAI.]4*TAIV4+1.0*TAV¡s*tÀWs+
31 . 0 *TÀt.I6 *TAI,16-2 . 0 *TAWA *TAt^¡5-2 . 0 +TÀf^t4 *TAw6-2 . 0 *TÀI,r5 *TÀÍ\16 ) _pop l *pop 2

4*POP4*(1.0$ÎAW1+TAt^¡1+1"0*TAW3*TAff3+1 .0$TA!V5*TAW5-2.0*TAIfl*TAI{3-2.0
5+TAI^I1*TAI{5-2.0*TAW3*TAr.¡5)-popl*pop3*pop4*(1.0+TAVí2*TÃ.t¡2+1.0*T/\t,¡3+
6TAW3+ 1 0 *TAf\t6 +TAt¡6- 2 . 0 +TÀlf2 *TAI,I3-2 . 0 * TAI^¡2 $T/\lf 6-2 . 0 *TAÌV3 +TÀf,I6 ) "
7 POPl*POP2*POP3*(1.0$TAWî*TÀl^¡1+1.0*TÀ1,i2*TAl,¡2+1.0#TÀ,I^I4*TAW4-2.0*
8TÀVI1 +TAW2-2. 0 *TÀl'¡1 sTAW4-2 . 0 *TAI,¡2sTÀIV4 )
A2 = A2 + 2,0 * (POP1 * (POP4+TÀ1.I3* (ÀIPHA2+ALPHA3) +POP3*TAv¡2* (ALPHA2+
1ÀLPHAA ) +POp2 +TATf1 + (ALPHA3+ALPHÀ4 ) ) + pop2 * (pop3 *TÀtv4 È (ÀLPHAI +
2ALPHÀ4 ) +POP 4 *TÀh'5 * (ArPHAl +AIPHA3 ) ) + pOp 3 *pop4 *TAr.16 * ( ALPHÀ1 +
3ÀLPHA2)

A3 =

)

POPl* (AIPHÀ2+ALPHA3+ÀLPHÀ4+2.0* (POP2*Î.AVr1+POP3*TAW2+POP4s
lTAw3) ) +pop2+ (AÍ,PIIAl+ÀLPHÀ,3+ALPHA4+2.0'È (pop3*TAI1I4+pop4*TAr^¡5) ) +pop3È
2 (ÀrPHÀ1+ÀLPHÀz+ALPHÀ4+2 .0 *POP4 ÈTÀI.¡6 ) +pOp4 * (ALPHÀ1+ALPHA2+ALPHA3)

À4 =
A5 =

(POPl+POP2+POP3+POP4)
ÀI,PH¡ 1 * ( -ÀLPHA2 TALPHA3 *A.T,P IIA4 +ALPTIA2 * POP 3 * POP 4 * TAI{ 6 S TÀÍ16 +
lAI,PHÀ3 *POP2 *POP4 *TAI^T5 *TAI,¡5 +ALPHA4 *POP2 +POP3 *TAWA *TAI.T4 ) +ALPHA2 * (
2ALPIIÀ3 *POP 1 üPOP4 *TATV3 *TÀTV3+ALPTIA4 +POP 1 *POP 3 *TAW2 *TAI^T2 ) +ALPHA3 E
3ALPHA4 *pop 1 *pop2 sTÂW1 *TAt¡1 +2 . 0 *pop 1 *pop2 *pop3*pop4 * ( 1 . 0 *TÀI^r2 *
4TÀI'f 3*TAIV4 *TAWS+1 . 0 È TAI^I 1 +TAIV3 +TÀV¡4 +TAW6+1 . 0 *TAW1 *TAl'12 *TÀl'ts *TAW6 ) +
52. 0 *POP 1 * (POP2 *POP3 *ÀLPHA4 *TÀI,r1 *TAIí2 *TAI^¡4+pOp2 *pop4 *ÀLPIIA3 +TÀW1 +
6TÀVI3 *TAÍ\I5+POP3 +POP4 *ALPIIA2 *TAIV2 *TAW3 *TAIV6 ) +POP2 +POP3 *POP4 *ALPT{A1 g
7TÀ1^¡4 *TAt¡5 *TAI.I6 *2 . o-pop 1 *pop 2 *pop3 *pop tl * ( 1 . 0 *TAÞr1 *TAW1 *TAW6*1AÌ{6+
I 1 . 0*TÀt{2*TAWz*TAIVs*TAr{5+1 " 0*TAW3*TAW3*TAW4*TAIV4)

A5=-À5
À6 = (ÀLPHA3+ALPHA4) t
*

(-ar,pUa1*ALPHA2+POPi *POP2*TÀW1*TÀt{1) + (er,pual
(-ar,ptta3*ALPHA4+POP3*pop4*TAW6*TAI^¡6) +pop2* (pop4*TAI^j5ù,rAtfs
2 * (ALPIIAI +ALPHA3 ) +pop3 *TAw4 ìrTÀh74 + ( ÀLPHA 1 +ÀLptrA4 ) ) +pop 1 * ( pop 4 + 1','.,{ 3 +
3TAW3 * (ALPHÀ2+A!PHA3 ) +POP3 *TAI^¡2 *TAt,¡2 * (ALPHÀ2+ALPHA4 ) ) +2 . 0 * ( pop 1 + (
1+ÀLPHA2)

llPOP3 *POP

4

*TÀW2 *TA!V3 *TAI'I6+POP2 +POP4 *TAW 1 tT¡\lù3*TÀWs+POP2 *POP3 ÈTAl.¡1 +
+pop3spOp4 *T¡$J4 *TÀW5 *TAW6 )

5TAW2 *TÀWA ) +pOp2

À6=-

A6

163

A7 = (ATPHAI +ÀLPHÀ2 ) * (¡\IPHA3+ÀLPHÀ4 ) +ALPHÀI *ALPIIA2+ALPHÀ3 *ALPHA4
1 -pop1s (pop2*TAtv1+TÀw1+pop3+TÀw2*TAI^¡2+POP4*TA!V3+TAI{3) -POP2s (POP3*
pop
+TÀW6

2

TAI{4 * TÀ}14 +pop

AB

c

C
C

=

4 * TAW 5 + TAWs

)

-pop

3*

4 * TÀf^I6

(ÀLPHA1+ALPHA2+ALPIIA3+ALPHA4)

FTND THE ABSOLUTB ¡I.AXTT'IUI4 TN lHE SPECTRUM SO THAT THE PLOT MÀY
SCALED TO THE DESIRED HEIGHT.

c

IrtÀx=-1.0E49
D=STÀRT

DO 111

J=1,

NOPTS

TE¡lP1=POLY(D)

IF

11

1

(TE!{P1

D=D+STEP
CONTINUE

"GT.}!ÀX)

!,fÀX=TEMPl

rF (rqÀx.cT"0.0)

Go To 1111
1112)
1112 FORMAT (1H ,SXn',DAMNrr!)
MÀX=-S0,00

1110
1111

C

r^¡RrrE

16,

CONTINUE
SCÀLER=YIIGHTi/t4ÀX

SET UP THE ÀXES FOR THE CÀLCOMP PLOT.
CALL PI,OT (3,0, -8.0, -3)
CALL PI,OT (0.0, '1.0, -3)
DELTR=START+SCALE

112

IX=1 0
DELTR=DELTR-SCÀLE
TEI'IP= ( pf

f,tn-StÀRT) *SCAL2

cArL PLOT (tE¡tp, 0.0, 2)
CALL PLOT (trttp, -0"05, 2l
IX=IX+1

rF (rx.tr.s)

'113 IX=O

Go

ro

114

cArL Pror (TEMP, -0.10, 2l
cAtL Ì¡ul'fBER (TEMP-0.28, -0.28,0. 14,DELTR,0" 0r2)
114 CALL PLOT (TEÌ'IP, 0,0, 3)
rF (peLrn.GT,sl0P) Go ro 112
115 CÀLL SYMBOL

cArL

(0.0,

ÌÍUMBER (999

YHGHT+I.0,

0.14, 9HTÀU(1,2r=,0.0r9)

1999. r0. 14,TÀU1
(999."

r0.0r4)

CALL SYI',3OL
,999. ,0. 4,16H sEc.i TAU(1 13)=r0.0r16)
cAr,L NU!'1BER (999.,999. ,0. 4rTAU2rO"0r4)

cÀLL SY¡',3OL (999.,999. ,0. 4r16H SEC. ; TAU(1 r4)=r0.0r16)
CALL ÌIUÌ.IBER (999 " ,999. ,0. 4rTAU3r0.0r4)
CALL SY!:BOL (0. 0rYHGHT+O. 5 r0, 1 4,9HTAU(2 r3)=r0.0¡9)
CALL NUIIBEiì (999.,999. r0.14rTÀU4r0.0rq)
CÀI,L SYIJBOI (999",999 ",0.14r16H SEC.t TAU(2r4)=r0.0r16)

CALL NUIjBER (999.,999.,0.14,TAUs,0.0r4)
CALL SYIÍBOL (999",999 "r0.14,16H SEC. ; TAU(3,4)=r0.0r16)
(999

cAtL NUMBER
. t999",0. 14,TAU6r0.0r4)
cÀI,L sy¡lBoL (999.,999 "r0"14r5H SEC",0"0r5)

tsE

L64

D=STAFÍT

cÀLL PLOT (0.0, 0"00 3)
DO 116 J=l,NOPTS
TE¡:P 1 =POLY ( D) SSCALER
cÀf'L PLor ( (o-srenr) *scAL2,TEMPl' 2)
1

16

D=D+STEP
CONTTI¡I¡E

0.0, -3)
co ro 108
129 r{RrrE (oNPRlR, 1 29 )
129 TOF!ÍAT (1U ,7¡¡¡ r 1H ,20X, I rNPUT DÀT.A BUGGEREDo )
130 WRrrE (ONPRTR, 131)
131 FORILAT (///18 ,20X,rElqD OP JOBr)
cÀtI, PLOT (6"00 0.0, 999)
CÀLL EXIT
, EIID
cÀLL PLoT ((sroP-srART)*59¡¡2,
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